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I"IINUTES

The 1st l\1eeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at
approximately 6;05 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: William White,
Edward. Andraka,. Jor..n Furey, and Christine Quinn.
The agenda was approved.
'I'!lere were no minutes to approve.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
... .Following the swearing in of Jeff Shade as Vice-President and the new
senators by Sean O'Donnell.
<Jeff Shade: Starting off ... a little turmoil. I'm new, too-- v-Te're going
to go slow and work together. Main plan-- get the committees to really
work. We'll be having a couple of retreats. I'd like some people to
introduce themselves ...
Bill Schreiner: Director of Activities through June. We'll all be working
to get the new government established. We're here to help you out. I
think it'll be a great year for all of us.
Sean O'Donnell: I'd like to clear up one thing·-- there was a case pending,
but it's been dropped for two reasons. First, the impeachment proceedings
became a mute issue; second, part of the case would hoye 1~sed the election
results, which were withheld. The case can be reopened now. Congratulations
to Taft.
Swearing in of Dan Taft as S.A. President.
Digger: JVIajor loss for words. Election's over; time to move on.
tions to Ron, on a good campaign, and to Rich.

Congratula;f,-::::

Tom Lonnquist:

Welcome!

Looking forward to working with you.

L.C. Robinson:
TNelcome back!

It's gonna be a rough and rocl<y road; transition period.
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FINANCE REPORT
Kevin Norman: I'll waH until next week to explain the financial situation
and your role in it. On Bill #1-- in the Enacteds ... $73.50 must be changed
to $72.50 and $56.00 must be cha~~ed to $57.00. Dr. Glick held an Issues
FOrlun recently, and wanted to let you know that S.A.' s money was well--spent.
NEW BUSINESS
Bill #1: Submitted by: Kevin Norman
Sponsored by: Louis Fraioli and Steve Amato
Kevin: We'll be voting on the Athletics ReferendlliIl next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Chris Smith: Propose a Friendly Amendment to change the years from 1990-1991
to 1991-1992.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Introduction of senators and staff ...
Stan (and representatives from TJMO): We've come to present something to you,
for a change. There's always been an exemplary relationship between us and S.li
A great deal of support. We (Solid State and Statesingers) have visited
Monserrat, in the British West Indies, a couple of times. Musicians from all
over the world travel there to record. Our recording will be releaeed tomorrow
morning .. We're presenting, to be hung in the S.A. office, a display case of
the three fo~ats that will be released. It's a tribute to S.A. support and
encouragement. Artistic growth and cultural community .. Proceeds go to the
Hurricane Hugo Relief Fund. The pro.i ect was done entirely by SUHY students.
It f S something we're very proud of-- thank you again.
Digger:
you.

Pve always thought of Solid State as the ambassadors to S.A.

Dr Button: Pm a faculty rep.; not an advisor.
don't vote.

Thank

I have a speaking seat, but I

Dave Chick: Den.'1is Miner at eight p.m. this Sunday night.
Jeff Kuryla:

Congratsto everyone.

Pi Delta Epsilon:

Clothes Drive on April 15th.

Paul Austin: Congrats to Dan and Jeff. Pledge my help to them.
challenges ahead of you-- I'll be there every step of the way.

-

!-,ots of

Dr Button: I'llbe a half hour late from now on. I'm part of the Student
Literacy Core-~ see me if you're interested in tutoring next fall. Rm. 222-5~ 30-- info .. next Wednesday.
Post fliers and encourage your constituents to
get involved.
Tom:

Flirtations tomorrow

nj~ht

in the Ballroom.

-3Joe Salmons: Upcoming programs on campus safety, Earth Day, and an Educatioh
Watch. Taking applications for a fall internship; 3-7 credits. Thursday
nights at eight p.m. are our meetings (NYPIRG).
Ed Cohen: Monday is Open House.
Louis:

Motion to adjourn.

Meeting was adjourned at 6:45 p.m.
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The 2nd Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session wa.s called to order 2.t 6: 08 p.m
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: William White, John
Furey, Christine Quinn, Mike Reino, and Steven Lotto.
App--oval of minutes and agenda.

-

EXECUTIVE REPORT
.... Swearing in of off-campus senators.
Digger: Update--· first week in office. Like to appoint Dana Richards to the
junior seat on Auxiliary Services iliard. Lot of positions ... applications
will be available Friday a.m. for various positions. They're due back 4/19.
Write letters to Albany about the budget! Other increases ... Health Fee ...
6% budget cut here on campus; 47 positions-,.. still $500,000 short of this cut.
Another issue is cutting third shdft-- 23 people. Parking in the Sheldon lot
with sticker only! This just passed, so you can probably still appeal recent
tickets. I encourage the senators to visit me and Jeff; get to know us.
Jeff: Sheet jn packet-- fill it in and return it by the end of the meeting.
Senate retreat-- April 27th from 12-5 p.m., tentatively at Fallbrook.
FllJANCE REPORT
Kevin: Expla-'n budget and how fee is derived. February-- proposals by clubs
and organizations SUbmitted, to go into effect in September. Budget Council
reviews requests. Appeals 1tlere at the last meeting before spring break.
Ce--tain clubs have an income line-- they promise to make
money back.
Allocations minus income line equals total net alloca.tion. Take total number
of students and find a dollar amotmt to equal the net allocation. Also figure
in $ to cover ourselves. Two fees this year-- S.A. and Athletics. $72.50
Athletics fee; i f it passes, it'll be $25/student.
Kim Aust: Proposed fee i.f referendum passes?
Kevin: $57 S.A. fee.

-2-·
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Steve Amato:

Results of referendum?

Digger: Hopefully tonight.
Christina Aliberti: l'.11a.t was spent from fund. balance?

\llhere does the money go?

Kevin: Won't mow until the audit comes in. Overspendllig comes out of the
fund balance. Extra money goes back in. You don't mow numbers until the
last day of the fiscal year. Compared to previous years" our current fund
balance is relatively low.
Dave Bloom: How much is S.A. allocated to spend per year?
Kevin: $2093.54-- contlligency and $7982.65-- fixed assets. Should~'t talk too
much about fund balance" unless you're in trouble. Stick exactly to the
bUdget and you'll be o. k.
Bill Schreiner: Does the fund balance earn interest?
Kevin: Not really an account ... whe.t he.sn' t been spent earns interest.
in excess of budget.
Mike Popoff:

Figure

Financial cushion; that's all it is.

Jeff:

-

Like to let everyone mow about each committee-- 2 committees per senat&
College/community Relations-- organizes events. Focus on harmony and good
relationship between the two. Each year there are exchange days with the
College Council. Elections-- Coordinate/supervise all facets of campus c ..;: ~ .
elections. See that things go smoothly. Finance-- Review bills. Rules-Review all proposed legislation. Fnvironmental-- Hopefully will work closely
with NYPIRG this year. Intercultural Relations-·- Diversity" bias" promote
happy community. I'll expand on the responsibilities of each at the retreat.
Krist1n Wallingford: Working with ISA on the QuadJam.. Promote cultural awareness-- get involved! Our meetlligs are Tuesdays at 4 p"m.
NEW BUSINESS/RESOLUTION #1
Submitted by: Dean Wassenauer
Sponsored by: Jeff Kuryla" Chris .:mith" and Jerry Serlin
Jeff Shade: Resolutions are submitted and voted on the same day.
merely opinions.
Jeff KlIT'Jla: Pretty straightforward.
like this.

They are

It really looks good i f Tile support groups

Chris .:mith: Important resolution; should definitely pass very easily.

-

Louis Fraioli: Call to question.

Kim Aust: Wotion for general consent.
Resolution #1 passes by general consent.
OLD BUSINESS/BIlL #1
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Submitted by: Keyin Nonnan
Sponsored by: Louis Fraioli., Dave Bloom., and Jerry Serlin
Louis: Formality; first bill of every session.
Dave Bloom: $57 looks high., but when you look at how many people ask S.A.
for money throughout the year., you'll see that the numbers worthwhile.
Christina Aliberti: Should go through; committee did work hard on this.
Chris Smith: Friendly Amendment to reinstate salaries for Oswegonian and WIDP
staff.
Jeff Shade: Accepted by sponsors?
... Not accepted by sponsors.
Steve Scofield: Do these people need the raise in money?
Digger: f1atter of opinion.
Kevin: Point of information-- totally ludicrous to amend the budget at this
point. I do not feel like going back and changing the budget. We had job
surveys-- not eve--yone' s going to agree with it. Urge you not to touch the
budget. Listen to your Director of Finance.
Jeff Kuryla:' Did this go through Budget Council?

Did this fail Appeals?

Kevin: After Budget Council sets allocations., the recommendations go to the
organization. The Oswegonian's appeal failed; salaries got cut out twice.
It's set and done.
Jeff Kuryla: This rJ8.d the opportunity to come before the previous Senate and
it failed?
Jerry Serlin: Is there an opportunity for senators to see the budget as a
whole?
Kevin: Open to the public.

I have office hours.

Dave Bloom: Anyone can go to Budget Council?
Bill Schreiner: Isn't it true that the appeal

1-'JaS

debated last week?

Chris Smith: Formal Amendment-- reinstatement of salaries to select positions.
Vote taken: 5 in favor., 15 opposing., and 4 abstaining-- motion fails.
l\'Jarc Beck: Three Friendly Amendments-- cha.'1ge the numbers:..-'for fees and change
1990-1991 to 1991-1992 in the ilBe it enacted" .
...Accepted by sponsors.
r,Uke Popoff: Ludicrous that this new body is voting on spending millions of
dollars! We have to vote on this one way or another., but I'd like to see
policy cl1a.no;ed-- we should vote on next year's budget at the end of this year.
Appeals. this year were a joke. All due respect to Kevin.,- but the Senate has
the power to decide about amending. '\.lIe have peoples budgets being cut who do
lots of work and put in lots of hours; the bUdgets of the administration CS.A.)
weren't cut!

--4-

Celeste: Point 01 clarification--not everyone in the ExecutivelBranch makes a
thousand bucks; you can't really equate ...
Kevin: Only certain positions got cut; not because they did.YJ.' t deserve the money ...
they didn't make the money back. He're losing money.
Bill Scr.rej.ner: The reason the nev.; Senate sets the budget-- the old Senate doesn't
want to force restrictions on the people coming in. A lot of careful thought went
into this--- these are our best recommendations, but the;y are just recommendations.
The power::."is in your l">.ands. I urge you to find out about the budget.
Dave v.l'ite: \lJ'e were here 'til one a.m. talking about this. I think the tv;, guy cost
the newspaper people their raise. The Osvlegonia.n had received their appealed money.
Crris 8.nith: Point of clarification. 'Threlve paid positions at the Oswegonia.n; ten
"Jere cOhlpleteIy slashed. Ba.sica.lly, they went from appreciated to not--appreciated.
Dave Bloom: Yield to Steve f1essina.
Steve ~!Iessina: I'm aroW1d for two more weeks! The Oswegonian appealed and got the
money; . Kevin agreed that the other organizations in that job survey category should
get the same amount. The Senate then scrapped both ideas to reinstate. Can a
decision be left to thirteen senators as opposed to thirty-three? S.l'1. salaries
r.ave never been checked or questioned. The Executive Branch gets salaries and other
benefits--· accounts, etc. You should take a look at everyone's salaries. Urge ;you
to not pass the budget this week. I don t t think you can make an honest decision
tonight.
Louis Fraioli: VJould tabling create a problem?
Kevin:

No.

Dave Levitsky: Previous sports Editor. The OswegorL1.an is continuously criticized;
no big deal to sb..ow a little apprecia.tion.
Steve Scofield: Is it possible to get copies of the salaries and budget?
Jeff Shade: See Kevin.
Kevin: My office b..ours are:

~V\'1/F--

11:30--1:30 aY1n. 3-4:30; T/Th-- 1-2 and 4-4:30.

lVlarcBeck: \'Jr...o conducted the job survey?
Kevin: Ed's assistant and my tr..ree assistants.

I oversaw the whole thing .

. .•.. .Decision to table Bill #1 •.. 24 in favor and 1 against.

Dave Bloom: Traditionally, debate spills over into public comments. Since I
didn't get a chance to speak before, I'll talk now... How many people vote at Hall
Council? Thirteen senators at Appeals-- those are the people who care and tb.at
IT'atter. If you didn't take the time out for Budget Council, or to talk to Kevin
you shouldn't complain. And-- the media does not run this campus.
'

-5Jeff Kuryla: I agre d to table only because there are so many new senators.
insulted that people are still trying to change the budget.

I'm

Jeff SrJ8.de We met today with Tony, Jerry, and Chris. I'm insulted that anyone
even dared to attack Kevin. During ou+: meeting, we decided i.t was better to wait
and bring this up in September, when everyone is familiar with what' s-"going on.
Joe Salmons: Ralph Nadar will be here on the 15th, free of charge; 8 p.m. in the
Eallroom. Earth Week is coming up; Campus Cleanup; Earth Fair-·- plant a tree ...
8 p.m. in room 218 i f you'd like to get involved.
Digger: Concur with what Jeff said. If you do decide to change the budget now,
you're setting a major precedent for appealing throughout the year.
Ed Cohen: The referendum passed.

446 in favor; 299 against.

Steve Messina: Brian Spellman is our new General Manager. Really didn't mean
to direct anything at Kevin. As far as the media running the campus ... m~er the
last few years, the media has become very involved with Senate- you've seen the
transition. You should never not research a bill; that's a bad precedent to set.
Talk to KeVin; . alk to the organizations. Talk to us before goIing to outsj_de
sources.
Tom Lonnquist: I'd like to introduce myself'; I'm looking forward to getting to know
you. It might be helpful to introduce yourselves before speaking, for&.. a while.
Chris Smith: \'ihatwent on before was in no way an attack on Kevin; expression of
opinion and slight disagreement. Dress rehearsal for Gospel Choir this Sunday at
3 p.m. in Waterman.
Lisa: Agree that the people on the Budget Corrmittee spend a lot of time ... but i f we
don't understand this, we shouldn't vote on it. It·s our duty to let the campus
know what t s going on. Maybe people should ask why people get paid wb.at they get paid
Bill Schreiner: Coming to Kevin' sdefense ... look at the job he has to do. He has
to balance politics with finance. I'm Director of Activities -- liason between S.A.
and clubs/organizations. More tP31l willing to talk to any of you about how the
Executive Branch works.
Dave White: Agree with Kevin. If we're going to reinstate for the paper, are we
going to give to the other groups in the same classification? If you're gonna do
it for one, you hafta do it for all.
Mike Popoff: Needs to be mentioned that i f this sets a precedent ... this is usually
a fonnality~ I never h2ctrd anyone put Kevin down; i f I came across that way, I'm
definitely sorry. The media are the ones here, that care. The power is with those
who empower themselves with representation.
Louis Fraioli: Dr. Jay's Golden Rule-- we do what we want to do; we set the rules.

-

L.C. Robinson: Right decision to table-- go see Kevin and get to know the process.
I'm the Assistant Director of Hewitt Union; represent FaCUlty Assembly; speaking
.seat.. Rosina Jackson danae ensemble- encourage you all to attend; $3, Friday at
8 'P ...:111 •• in the Eallroom.
.
Jeff Shade: Retreat-- devise methods/plans for increased Hall Council turnout. I
want to see you taking notes. I'll be watching you, like you'll be watch:Jrlg me.
Let's try to :make this fun.
.

~>,

-

•
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rJIarc Beck: Member uf WTOP. Decided to run for Senate. Conflict of interests? I
abstained from that motion. When 1 1m here., I have to speak for everyone., not just
TOP.
Jerry Serlin: What Louie said-- we control the purse strings. Maybe we need to
understand where the money goes., and how these decisions come about. I think you
can raise/cut., but not simply take away. Salary gave them a certain amount of
professionalism.
Jeff Kuryla: Motion to adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 7: 50 p.m.
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The 3rd rl1eeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at
6:07 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Jen Ford, Dave
white, and Nick Searl, with proxy.

-

Minutes: on page two, change Dave Bloom to Dave Levitsky.
Agenda: place Resolution #2 on New Business.
EXECUTIVE REPORTS
Digger: Bill Scr..reiner will be giving his report ...
Bill: Psy Chi and Alternative Realities are applying for club status.
They've filed with the Supreme Court to have constitutions written and.
approved.
Laura (NYPIRG): Three-day Earth Action ... Campus Cleanup on saturday,
tree planting on Sunday, and Earth Fair on Monday.
Sean O'Donnell: The other caee was denied a hearing; the standing was
insui'ficient.
Digger: Applications for positions are available and are due on Friday
at 4: 30. I'll be beginning interviews on April 22nd. There's been a
Media Center. proposal. I had a meeting with Bill and representatives
from the Oswegonian, w'IDP, ani WOSR-- hoping to get a media alliance
going. See me if you're interested. Bill #1-- meeting on Monday with
Jeff, Kevin, and members of the media about salaries; looked for a
cotiJrnon ground. Our recormnendation-- proVide salaries for four members of
the OSi'!egonian and equity for W'IDP and WOSH. Will not raise the S.A. fee.
Kevin Norman: They wanted certain salaries reinstated/created. I was
always against the principle of doing Appeals over and over again; never
against salaries. Digger expressed thAt he was not in favor of the job
surveys. Wanted to carry out his wishes. The money that everybody
wants won't affect the cushion; I can go along with it, i f the fee isn't
going to go up much.

-2Dave Bloom: Not that I'm against setting precedence, but doesn't this
allow for bringing up Appeals whenever?
Digger: That's one of the risks.
Steve Scofield: So the windfall will be going to pay their salaries?
Digger: Yes.

There should be a committee to look at budget reform.

Louis Fraioli: If we pass as is, do we hafta amend?
Kevin: No-- the recommendation incorporates into the fee.
do anything to get the additions passed.

Don't have to

Ron Williams (former SASU delegate): Fourteen SUNY campuses have been
taken over by the students, in protest to the budget. SASU's looking
at Mel Miller's proposals ...
L.C. Robinson: Can you explain for the new senators what SASU is?
Ron: It's an umbrella organization of all colleges Student Associations.
SUNY needs to raise $60 md!llion from tuition revenue. l\1el Miller
proposes that we charge different rates, drawn out over a three year period.
Different tuition increases for different colleges to restore needed money
without a big tuition increase at one time. SASU's proposal is to get TAP
back. For every $100 fee increase, there's a 2% decrease in enrollment.
I have a letter to Senator Marino signed by all the college presidents;
it calls for an increase, after President Weber said he was opposed to a
tuition hike. This is also affecting private universities-- pUblic
education can be destroyed. We have to take a stand. We got an increase
last year....- what did we get? We are paying for the tax deficit in this
state! Resolution #2 should pass by. general consent.
Richard Rucker: \v.ho took over?
Ron: Students protesting TAP cuts, many of whom wouldn't be able to come
back next year without the aid.
Chris Smith: When did all this happen?
Ron: Around last Thursday.
Dave Bloom: Any talk about tying tuition in with inflation?
expect to keep the fee that low for six years.
Ron: You. can't relate tuition with education.
would need to go up.

You can't

I can understand it, but taxes

Bill: v.Jhere does SASU stand on tuition at CUNY being raised at a lower
amount than SUNY?
Ron: Meeting this week.

More info. at next Senate meeting.

Chris: Last year, all campuses were sending delegates to Albany-- any plans?
Ron: We did it earlier this year. If the Senate wants to propose a trip,
Itll.organize it. They. aren't going to listen to people who don't vote-students have to register to vote!

-3Digger: Stop by; I'd like to meet all of you.
Jeff: Attendance policy-- you can only miss five meetings, unexcused.
Get a proxy and a note of consent-- counts as a half-absence. Vote
for pro tempore. In case I'm sick, or biased on an issue, I step
down and he takes my place.
Dave Bloom: Nominate Jeff Kuryla.
Louis Fraioli: Nominate Dave Bloom.
Nomination not accepted; Jeff is elected, unopposed.
Jeff Shade: Had my first 8 a.m. meeting on the Parking Committee.
There's a $120 recommended fee for next year. It was also recommended
that faculty pay a $10 fee. Those of you who didn't fill out
questionnaires-- to me by tomorrow p.m. Kevin-- how many came to you
to check on the budget?
Kevin: Only six.
Jeff: Things are always available to you. If you didn't go, you
should have. About the retreat-- I hate to say it's mandatory,
but do not not show up.

--

Dean Wass.: Ron reported that parking revenues don't stay on campus.
True and not true. Monies collected do stay on campus for revenue
of parking programs. It'll pay for snow removal, etc.
Jeff Kuryla: $60 next fall-- $10 to register?
Dean Wass.: Yes, there'll still be an added registration fee. Right
now, only certain employees pay, by nature of agreement with the
state.
FINANCE REPORT
Kevin: Cr~es to Bill #1, because the referendum passed ... In the
Be it Enacted, Total Appropriations should be $939,297.11 and Net
Appropriation should be $703, 997.11. In the second Be it Further
Enacted, the dollar amount should be $57/semester, and the final Be
it Further Enacted should be deleted.
Jeff Shade:.Breakdown of the committees on the last page of your
packet. The committee chairs are: rllarc Beck (Rules), Mike Popoff
(Elections), Jerry Serlin (Environmental), Steve Scofield (InterCUltural Relations), Chris Smith (Financ e), Lisa Schichtel (Student
Services),- and Jeff Kuryla (College/Community Relations). All
committees.;stay after for a few minutes to decide on meeting times.

-

Kim Aust: Wouldn't that be kind of difficult, since we sit on two
committees? Maybe the Chairs should decide on a time.
Jeff: Valid point.

Chairs will leave notices in your mailboxes, and
call you about the times.

Kristin Wallingford: Working on Cultural Awareness Day, at Fallbrook,

i,

-

.:..4-

on September 21st. I~)nly a small population of Native Americans on campus;
we'll be trying to find out why. Meetings are Tuesdays at 4 p.m. in the
Lead Center.
NEW BUSINESS
Louis Fraioli: Motion to bring Bill #1 off the table.
Chris Smith: If we are to act on the recommendation, we pass as is?
Jeff Shade: Yes.
Louis: Urge Friendly Amendments.
Dave Bloom: Object to salaries; pass the bill; it doesn't matter.
Christina Aliberti: Think they deserve the salaries; glad' the Executive
Foard thought it over.

Steve Amato: We're complaining about raising the fees, but what about our
$50,000 cushion?
Kevin: Fund balance is at a low, unsafe level. I incorporated the cushion
to try and alleviate the problem. $57 will add on to fund balance and
bring it to a safer level.
Louis: There were emergencies last year; ii' it happened again, we'd be
looking for money.
Jeff Kuryla: Friendly Amendments to change the numbers in the first and
second . Be it . Enact eds and strike the third. Th"lS lS an a 11ocat lons
.
b'll
l ,
not the budget. I'm for it, but not really pleased with the precedent
we're setting .. Switched where the money's going-- took the fund balance
buffer and gave to those who bitched the most.
Chris: Call to question.
Jeff Kuryla: Call for unanimous consent.
Julie Ghesborough: Objection.
Bill #1 passes with nineteen (19) in favor, two (2 ) against , and four (4)
abstaining.
Resolution #2: SUbmitted by: Ron Williams
Sponsored by: IV'.arc· Beck, Steve Scofield, Rich Rucker, Brian
HUrd, and Chris Smith
Marc: Easic resolution.

My money was cut; I see that as a broken promise.

Steve: .Don't like what he's doing with the tuition increases.
full support.
Brian: Important for students to say what we feel.

Should give

General consent.
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Chris: Was involved last year, at least peripherally-- want to stress
how important it is that they hear they I re being supported. They're
going to be needing morale.
Rich: Taxes need to be raised.
Fees have to go up.

Many on campus are being squeezed out.

Digger: I especially want to agree with what Chris said.
I'll fax this to them first thing tomorrow.

100% behind them-

Jeff Kuryla: Important to pass, but it's only a first step.
more.

Need to do

Jerry Serlin: New York is one of the most regressive tax systems anywhere, ..
look at who's paying.
Bill Schreiner: We must let state legislators know that we aren't going
to continue to stand for this.
Louis: Call to question.
Jeff Kuryla: Motion for general consent.
Resolution #2 passes by general consent.
Bill #2 was withdrawn; numbers don't change.
Bill #3: Submitted by: PPB
Sponsored by: Jeff Kuryla and Chris Smith
Louis: $11,000 is a lot of money.
Eric O'Brien: Director of PPB. #847 is Concerts Supporting Services; is a
lot left over. 10,000 Maniacs charged a flat rate (all inclusive). Little
more than usual left over. We transfer leftover money to Impromptu for
May Day-- three bands, fireworks, etc.
Tom Lonnquist: PPB does this every year?
Eric: Fairly comnon theme; just needs Senate approval.
Mike Reino: Who's playing?
Eric: Nick and the Nice Guys, Cold Sweat, and The Third Eye (reggae).
from 12-6 p.m. with fireworks at dusk.
Dr. Jay: What was this year's current budget?
the years? $11,000 is a lot of money.
Eric: $230,000 in the budget.
much.

History of size of bill over

May Day varies every year; usually not this

Dr. Jay~ Could the Director of Finance have info. available next week?
could be valuable.
Dean Wass.: Splendiferous ending to the year.

It

Great attendance last year.

L.C. Robinson: Approximately $1570 to do May Day with?
Eric: yes.

It's

"

-

,.."

,'0-

Jeff Kuryla: Over $1., 000 in this account already?
accounts?

Does this zero out these

Eric: Yes-$4000 plus, and yes-it'll just about do in these accounts.
Dr. Jay: If this doesn't pass-- there's no May Day?
Eric: That would scale it down considerably.
Dr. Jay: Is the leftover money an internal device for May Day?
Eric: We encourage spending of accounts, but certan circumstances arise to
create what we end up with for the year. $3500 is bUdgeted for bands.
Tom: This is a non-alcoholoic, no admission fee event?
Eric: yes.
Bill #4: Submitted by: Ed Cohen
Sponsored by: Chris Smith, Jeff Kuryla, Steve Scofield, and Marc
Beck
Dave Levitsky: h'hat happens i f a candidate breaks the rules?

-

Ed Cohen: Bring it to the Supreme Court. May be reprimanded or taken off
the ballot. It's been found that some people can't get out of town, where
prices tend to be cheaper. Unfair competition.
Mike Popoff: In my opinion, more money should be allotted.
Digger: Irrelevant.
ANNOUNCEMENTS and PUBLIC COJYllVlENT

~~c

Beck:

h~en!where

copy of the S.A. constitution?

Jeff Shade: Stop in my office this week.
Jeff Kuryla: Thank the Senate for its blind faith in my ability.
will meet at ten minutes to six before the next meeting.

My

conmittee

Tom: Friday night-- Chamber Music a la Carte at 6 p.m. in the Forum. Tuesday,
group performing free in the Forum at 6:30. CBS (national) is going to
cover them; like to get a crowd. True multi-cultural experience. Elektra
Darma-- soft pop/rock.

-

Ed Cohen: LEO Center thanks everyone for their support on last week's
resolution.
Meeting adjourned at 7:23 p.m.
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student Association
State University College at Oswego
Senate
27th Legislative Session
4th Meeting
24 April 1991
MINUTES
The 4th Meeting o:f the 27th Legislative Session was called to order
at 6: 07 p.m.
The roll was taken with the :following senators absent: Mike Reino, with
proxy, Dave Levitsky, Julie Chesborough, Christopher Roker, Joseph
Schneller, Ed Andraka, and Dave 1-illite.
Minutes: on page :four-- under Marc Beck Ii ••• broken promise H add "made by
the not-so-honorable anymore Gov. Cuomo l1 •
Agenda: approved.
EXECUTIVE REPORTS
Digger: I:f Ron v.iilliams shows up, he'll have some news on the state
budget. I'd like to make the Legal Aid appointments. I got together
with Dr .. M.tschuler, Brandon, and Mike; we decided on Craig Yaris and
Jodie Riesenberger.
Craig Yaris: I've taken a lot o:f political science courses; worked in
the Attorney General's office.
Jodie Risenberger: PBJ major; junior; plan to be a lawyer.
L.C. Robinson: wffit are you hoping to get out of this?
Both: Experience; plan to go on to law school.
Digger: I'd like to appoint Nick Searl as my Executive Assistant. He'll
be working on the Freshman Record; like to get him a speaking seat, if
possible.

-

Nick: I was Paul's assistant last year and I think I did an o.k. job.
I worked on the Freshman Record last year and plan to do more on it
this year. Resign as o:ff-campus senator.
Digger: Director of Finance appointment ... two applicants and either could
have done the job; we based the decision on a little more experience by
one candidate-- Torn Auffhammer.
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Tom: I've been an assistant for a little over a year; non-trad, juniorlevel accounting major. My term doesn't start until July 1st, but i f
you have any general questions, come see me. Pm looking forward to a
productive year.
Celeste: What was the bottom-line determing factor?
Digger: The interview and a little more previous experience.
Celeste: Tom-- since you are older, do you think you'll have a different
perspective on things?
Tom: I don't see where that would be a problem.
Digger: Some bad news ... ACCESS, which was developed by Tom Lonnquist,
would have made ticket prices cheaper to students ... failed the Auxiliary
Services Board; it's basically in a shambles.
Bill Schreiner: The Austin administration and myself spent the shank of
last semester trying to get ACCESS through. Took out all the known
bugs; it's a solid plan. I feel that Auxiliary Services has done a
disservice to student multi-cultural funding. We are still considering ways
to get this back to the Board. You should look at where AUXiliary Services
gets:~its money, and where that money goes.

-

Tom Lonnquist: I sorta came up with the ACCESS deal two years ago; I waited
a while with it, because I wanted Res. Life 100% behind it. I think we
made a tactical erTor assuming that since it shot through the Senate,
the. six student members of the Board would also be behind it. What I
have ascertained happened is that the initial reaction to ACCESS was
positive; at the vote, two of the students, inclUding Paul Austin, were
absent, and the dissenting faCUlty voice was very strong. It failed 2:l.
The Board members have an obligation to be there, or to postpone the
meeting. I think we should call for a reconsideration, with Paul and Ed
attending and getting student backing; the Senate should be supportive.
Students. are a very active player in the Arts, at leastffinancially.
There. needs to be more support for the Arts by other groups. This program
was designed to have appeal for the entire student body;. some students have
different means. I don't think ACCESS is dead; it may be delayed a year.
They have one meeting left--you can push this through.
Jeff Kuryla: You mentioned one dissenting factor-- what was the point
expressed?
Tom Lonnquist: You heard it right here. He felt it might be bad for
college/community relations; that they might be displaced. I wanted you
to be exposed at a low rate; students are my first concern.
Bill: As far as an action step goes ... If the Senate feels that they've
made a wrong choice, you should ask questions and get answers.
Digger: The least I would like to see done is a Resolution next week
showing support and disapproval for the Board's actions. Look into
further actions. If the Senate wants this done, we can do it. vIe have
the· power.
Tom: One of the ups of this is that the new senators will get to know what
ACCESS is.
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Jeff Kuryla:

~fuen

ie. the next meeting?

Digger: Monday, jVla.y 6th at 5 p.m. Also-- the Carollonic Bells, which
only needed $2000 from Auxiliary Services, failed. Will probably come
up with the money, but the principle annpys me. The Board can no longer
fund for capital expenditures, according to Mike Flaherty. But these
guidelines weren't in effect when the proposal was made.
Jeff Shade: The constitutions are for the permanent senators and the
heads of committees. Folders for substituting senators; binders for
permanent senators. Had to cancel the retreat; too pushed for time.
Looking into having one at the beginning of next semester in conjunction
with the Lead Center. I'd like us to meet with administration and the
heads of clubs and organizations, then, too. Tentatively between August
26 and 30. Committees-- try to come up with one small proj ect for the
end of the semester and three to four maj or ones for the year. Let's
get a jump start on next year.
FINANCE REPORT
Kevin: Clarify info. on Bill #3. Not out of the ordinary to make transfers
of this amount. We just group everything into Impromptu's accounts and
pay for IVTay Day that way.
Louis Fraioli: What was the total price last year?
Kevin: Hard to say; have to look at purchase orders.
from year to year.

Not that much different

Eric O'Brien: We spend based am what we have left over.
COMM:ITIEE REPORTS
Intercultural Relations (Kristin Wallingford): Helped Ed out with his
Kosher Kitchen idea; proposal to Auxiliary Services. Just wrote a
letter of support.
Rules (Marc Beck): Will nonnally speak as the bills come up.
setting up, a meeting time sometime this week.

Plan on

Elections (Mike Popoff): Committee meets after this meeting.
Environmental (Jerry Serlin): Committee meets after this meeting.
have some proposals.

I

Finance (Chris Smith): I'm going to try to stick with the tradition of
meeting about 5:30 on Wednesdays.
College/Community Relations (Jeff Kuryla): I talked to Don P.arrison. I
will be calling everybody.
Student Services (Lisa Schichtel): Will keep trying to get in touch with
people.

-4OLD BUSINESS
Bill #3: Submitted by: PPB
Sponsored by: Jeff Kuryla, Chris Smith, and Dave Bloom

Jeff: Transfers from account to account are pretty sTInple.
this every year.

PPB does

This year should be an exceptional year.

Chris: Likewise-,... this is just money within their account.
good of the students .

For the

Dave: Give them the money now; they need to get working on contracts.
Marc Beck: Call to question.
Objection.. ,
Louis Fraioli: This year is exceptional-- a lot of money. There's
nothing that says that we have to pass transfers without question.
Last year, it was a lot of fun, but nowhere near this amount of money.
Great idea, but too much for something we don't need.
Dan: May Day seems like a good idea.

We could all really use this.

20 in favor, I opposed, and I abstaining .... Bill #3 passes.
Bill #4: Submitted by: EJj Cohen
Sponsored by: Chris Smith, Jeff Kuryla, Steve Scofield, and
Marc Beck
Chris: The stuff talked about in tbis bill is just part of the shady
underhandedness of the last election. Evidence of doors being closed
after the fact.

Jeff: As a member of the last election ... good idea to close up the
loopholes.

Lot of refonn that needs to be done.

Commend Mr. Cohen ...

Steve: Agree with them.
Marc: Reforms are always made after the fact.
little better to the merchants of Oswego.

This will make us look a

Dave Bloom: Call to question.
Jerry Serlin: Objection. Good bill but we need to look at election
refonn-- there are problems that run deeper than this.
Gary Post: I don't understand what the big deal is about going out of
Oswego. Tr··~t 's part of campaigning-- funds have to be taken into
considerat&on when you run.
Celeste: It is a big deal; i f you don't have the resources, like a car,
it puts you at a disadvantage. This will make it as fair as possible.
Jeff Kuryla: Each candidate is. allowed X-amount of dollars.
all the materials with the money afforded.

They buy
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Lisa Schichtel: I don't have anything against this" but I don't understand everything that went on with the election.
Louis: Call to question.
17 in favor" 3 against" and 1 abstaining; Bill #4 passes.
PUBLIC COMMENT

Dave Bloom: I don't speak for everybody else here but ACCESS is a great idea.
I think it opens up a lot of avenues. We've said we're dedicated; why
don't we show them.
Marc Beck: Rules Comnittee will meet after the meeting. Agree with Dave
about ACCESS. Should make the fine arts a lot more accessible to students.
Ed Cohen: More on election reform-- work on the now-infamous By-law 10;
problems with the voting rights of students who only pay a partial S.A.
fee ... Auxiliary Services passed their full budget with a $95 increase in
the full board plan and the cost of drying clothes went up to 50¢.
Jeff Kuryla: Dean did a lot of work on the Carilonic Bells; we owe a lot
of gratitude for what he did. Senate should express support.

-

Eric: -About May Day ... there will be two caricaturists" a palm reader" three
bands" fireworks at dusk" a moon-bounce" batting cage" and promotional
materials (kazoos" cups" etc.). Bootp Monday and Tuesday from 9-4 p.m.
Fliers- around campus this week. SUnday" May 5th-- looking forward to it.
Occurred to me that a lot of you are new senators-- stop down to PPB and
see what we're about.
Dean Wassenauer: -Encourage you to invite faculty to come out for May Day.
Time to enj oy the campus.
Jeff Shade: If you have any questions for any of the clubs/organizations-go to them.
Eric: 11)ances with Wolves" Friday" Saturday" and Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
L.C. Robinson: Encourage you to go down before next semester.
a lot over the summer.

PPB does

Jerry Serlin~ Election reform-- campaigns are won on money; should utilize
all available means to publicize.
Rich Rucker: Passing of Bill #4-- glad to see this body on the way to
making reforms. Election was a sham. Hope there are more bills coming" to
see that there are more reforms.

Dr. Jay: Literacy Volunteers--- 3 semester-hour course; call

i f interested
(4052 or 2661). If I can find up to 12 people in the fall" I can teach
this course. on load" and it won't be extra. Does require a lot of
volunteer service; not an easy course. Regarding faculty at May Day-pick somebody and invite them. Nice to intermingle in a social situation.

Louis: Want to let Tom know-- there are two weeks left" and I'm going

to get even.
BEl SclL'einer: Agree with Senator Rucker's corrments on Bill #4.
far as ACCESS goes-- I believe we were royally dissed!

As

Tom Lonnquist: Wanted to thank Eric and Kate for their years of service
for PPB. I'd like to recognize that Eric has grown so much since his
freshman year in PPB, and Kate's been great, too. Ed, Paul, and Kevin
worked very hard. Focus in on the good things. May Day-- encourage
attendance.
Dan: One of the reasons I came here was to broaden my cultural wnerstanding.
We should try to get ACCESS again.
Chris Smith: Two questions. In regard to ACCESS-- if Paul and Ed were to
file for a reconsideration, how much weight would we have?
Bill: Who eats in the dining halls?
Services will listen to us.

Who buys text books?

Auxiliary

Chris: And what's happening downstate?
Digger: Some campuses are still crazy; there are some conflicts with
classes. . Big rallies being planned; backed by unions. I'd like to get
a van to either Buffalo or Syracuse; there'll be a phone chain with info.
Chris: Definitely going; there's room in my car.
L. C. Robinson: Talking about Cornell more than anYWhere else. THe grad
students took over after there was an agreement made with the undergrads.
Dave Fairweather: Black Image Awards Banquet-- semi-foTInal; all-you-caneat .-May 30th at 6 p.m. Tickets are $5, or $7 at the door. Jeff Shade
got quite a few nominations.
L.C.: They're not just awards; there'll be African dance, poetry, rap, etc.
Mike. Popoff: Bill #15 from 1988 (Elections)-- r.ave a strong idea that
there. wouldn't be any problems if it was followed. Utilize before you
change. No digs to the old committee-- it's a lot of shit and a lot of
work. Also-:'" I want ACCESS. However it works, I like it.
Bill: The first time I saw it, I filed it with the note "hackneyed plan
that will never go anyplace". Tom showed me that it will work.

Mike Popoff: We have another shot at

~t.

rvrsrc Beck:. In the Oswegonian last .week there was an ad. for "Pretty Woman"
on Showtime,. saying that it's the only place you can see it-- WIOP had
showed it the week before. It's $3.50 per person, and it's damaging IDP.
We have to decide(;soon if Showtime' s going to be worth it on this campus.
Dean Wass.: Very interested in this topic. I'm personally conservative
on bringing Showtime to campus in the first place. 90% of the students
said they wanted it. Worried about a further expansion.
Marc: Cable issue last fall-- there were two packages presented, but neither
);\ad a specific movie channel.
Dave Bloom: Motion to adjourn.

Meeting adjourned at 7:35 p.m.
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MllJUTES

The 5th f.1eeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at approx.
6:05 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Dave Levitsky, with proxy,
Julie Chesborough, Natalie Bailey, Joe Schneller, Ed Andraka, and Dave wllite.
The minutes and the agenda were both approved.

EXECUTIVE REPORT
Digger~

Our guest speaker tonight is Mike Flaherty.

Mike Flaherty: Thank you to Jeff and Dan for asking me to come and speak on the
budget. wbat does Auxiliary Services provide to the campus corrmunity? Support
the shuttle bus; $80,000/year, approx. 1000 passengers/day. With the help of
the Parking Committee, there's been an increase in the service of the buses. We
share the cost of SAVAC and CENTRO with S.A.; pay for R.A. meal subsidies and
R.A. training. $15,000 video game revenue returned to hall councils. $7,000
in l'tIiss-a-JVIeal donations. $25,000 allocated from Proj ect 2000 (recently put on
Flights of Fancy); anti-bias programs, also. 650 student employees that we pay
$1 million plus a year. 16-20 scholarships. Vl'hy is the price going u~? I'll
highlight a few factors-- increase in number of feeding days (increase in expenses),
proj ected decrease in number of prospective students. We have one of the lower
dining prices, compared to other campuses. We also offer Late Night dining.
Pay rent/utilities to the State University; $70,000 increase expected. Increase
in minimum wage from $3.85 to $4.25. Students are eligible for unemployment, so
we pay a lot into the system. Translates into a $40,000 expense for us. Also-increase in health insurance costs, which is a shared expense. Quick synopsis of
where we're at; questions?
Louis Fraioli: You said the calender days have been increased by six.
paying more money, but getting the same amount of credit .. ?

So we're

Mike: 65% of the student body is on the full board plan, and that covers it.
Jeff Kuryla: v.'hat is your relationship to the AUXiliary Services Foard?
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Mike: I'm an emplo~Tee. There arc 12 people who set the policies-- 6 students,
2 administrators, 2 faculty, and 2 alumni.
Jeff: Do you have any input?
Mike: I think so, but I'm not a voting member.
Jeff: Concerning ACCESS-- what

we~e

the feelings Y9u expressed to the Board?

Mike: I didn't. I think it's a difficult position for me to influence how they
spend. Their role is to assess the needs of the campus.
Jeff: Do they get a set amount per year?~Uke; We ask them-- what would you like us to include?

$375,000 total; $85,000

discretionary, to work with.
Jeff: You can't defend any decision made by the Board?
Mike: Reasoning ... ?
Jeff: Why did ACCESS fail?
Mike: We have a tradition of funding individual programs. Try to fund specific
activities that can be identified with Auxiliary Services. It's easy to say-;:This is part of being on campus". ACCESS is a complete divergence from that
philosophy.
Lisa Schichtel: But students don't attend the dinners.
Mike: The asslliIlption is that the price is too high.
no data to support that idea.
Jeff: New ideas have to come from somewhere.

The ACCESS proposal showed

Try it once... it's a gamble.

Mike: You asked me what the reasons were ... The proposal was quite unclear; hard
to understand it.
Bill Schreiner: How do you, as a businessman, view ACCESS? Also-- the data from
Senate and Hall Councils showed students to be overwhelmingly in favor.
Mike: There was no empirical evidence of price in relation to attendance. I'll
have to defer on the question of hann/benefit. The Fine Arts Council is just
emerging on campus. How would ACCESS fdt into that? You ma~ think the Board
made a bad decision, and they may think you did. Listen to what I say; in the
fall, there's another grant cycle for modified programs and new need. Recorrnnend
that you come back with another proposal and give it another shot. It's not
dead forever.
Jerry Serlin: Are you not-for-profit or non-profit, and what's the difference?
Mike: Not-for-profit. I don't understand the term non-profit. All not-forprofits are similar; the money goes back to the beneficiaries. TtJe bUdgetted
our bottom line at $6000 .from a $12 million budget. $2 million is corporate
equity- equipment, land, etc. $300,000 is liquid cash. We have a negative
revenue in the summer.
Chris Smith: Resolution #7 reaffirms our approval for ACCESS.

Three student

members were abseni" the day of the vote; how would you and the roard respond
to reconsideration?
~11ike:

Listen to what I said; bring it back in the fall.

Chris: A good portion were missing; wouldn't it be wise to have a revote?
Mike: If they were there ~ would they have been able to sway the vote? It's
irresponsible to pass a budget one week and then bring it up again~ when the
people you want there are there to vote.
Jeff~

So if I proposed a Senate Appreciation
on attendance?

Dinner~

you'd need empirical data

Mike: I don't think there's any data that can't be had.
Jeff: Do you require that for all your proposals?
Mike: This was an entirely different type of proposal!
the roard to exercise control over a particular event.
Auxiliary Services; how much from others?

It's much easier for
Wanted $17~000 from

Bill: $13~000 from S.A. ~ $2400 from Res. Life~ and $1600 from Hewitt Union roard.
Jerry: To paraphrase your philosophy-- it wasn't high profile enough?
get AUXiliary Services name out there?

-

Mike: The rationale is that it's easy to identify specific events.
get something back.

Wouldn't

Pay a fee--

Jerry: w11at's the goal of Auxiliary Services? You don't do anything without
name recognition? Menial programs to justify funding?
Mike: The goal is to serve the college community. You might not make the same
decisions. We solicit input from as many people on campus as possible.
Jerry: Minimal name recognition versus funding?
riIike: I've tried to present a group of reasons
there was no one individual
reason. I f it comes back in a diffe~ent form .
Mike Popoff: Key reason-- no data to support. I f I could get you that data ...
might that sway you? I think we could get you that data within the week. There
is another meeting before the end of the year.
Mike: We say May lst-- you're done-- that's the deadline. roard' s term ends at
trJ8.t time. The final meeting is toeay Hthanks" and elect new officers.
Lisa: What we are telling you ... go back and tell the roard how we feel.
the stUdents; I think we have the right to say that.

We are

Christina Aliberti: You said the proposal was unclear-- the concept or specific
aspects?
Mike: Fine Arts/ interaction with ACCESS-- how?? What events supported? Who
involved in planning/consultation process? How does ACCESS fdt in? You may
say that's perfectly clear ...
Bill: A list of events was drafted ...
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Mike: The relatiom:hip.,with the Fine Arts Coordinating Council was unclear.
Jeff: Do you personally understand ACCESS1
Mike: I haven't taken the time to study it; I'm not the person you're trying to
sell. There used to be presentations; the people doing them reacted negatively;
now we've designed a vehicle to present the program, but if they give us an unclear proposal, we can't respond to that. Some get funded the second time
around.
Dr. Jay: I'm Vice-President of the ward of Directors of Auxiliary Services.
Mike is trying to represent the position of the ward as he sees it. My own
perception comes from S.A. 's point of view and needs and Auxiliary Services point
of view. I have a set of guidelines that I look at. The outcome of that plan
is clear, but who puts in what and how it's distributed is not. I still do not
understand that plan. Glad to sit down with any of you ... I asked people with no
vested interests to look at the plan and explain it to me and they couldn't.
Bill: Do you understand ACCESS?
Mike: As I answered it the last time ... but I'm not a voting member. They don't
say, lTwnat do you think, Mike?" They're representative of the college community.
Bill: We-- Tom, Mike, and myself-- had a meeting, the purpose of which was to make
sure you understood, and you do not ... ?
Mike: From an operating perspective, I think I understand ACCESS.
Jeff: Switching topics-- what about the Carollonic Bells?
fail?

Why did that proposal

Mike: One of the guidelines is that we don't fund capital equipment purchases.
We don't fund if it'll cost over $500 and be implemented for more than a year.
Equipment needs are phenomenal.. I f we started funding, it would far surpass the
money we have. Everybody on the committee thought they were a great idea!
Sometimes, there are more appropriate places to get money. It was a well-written
proposal. It bounced at the end because if we fund this ... are we beginning to
fund equipment? We funded the fountain years ago-~feelings there are not as
universally positive as toward the bells. Maybe we should tighten up the guidelines.
Mike Popoff: Switching again... I have 115 credits left ... 2 weeks ... couldn't ever
eat that much food-- can I get my money back? It's an exchange of currency, to
me. Could this be changed?
Mike: Non~refundable; non-transferrable.
wrong meal plan. My number is 2107.

We should find out why you got on the

Mike Popoff: About the deposits-- I couldn't get an answer about how much the
meal plan will be next year.
rUke:. We hadn't voted on a price at that time. I'm uncomfortable giving out
figures that the Eoard hasn't passed. Some employees may be overreacting.
Sean O'Connell~ Any new plans for the future; ... using meal card at other places?
]\tlke~ Not in my lifetime.

There are different campus environments. Ours is the
concept of a residential community living experience. Part of life here at
Oswego. Deceiving part of Buff State's program ... overall, stUdents end up paying

a higher price.

-

Se~n:

1bought of expanding the menu?

Mike: What kind of things would You like to see?
survey!

Give me a call.

Do a radio

Digger: ACCESS-- we've decided on a motion to reconsider at the meeting on
Monday. Hope it turns out for the best. Appointments ...Director of PPB will
be Kevin Malis; the assistant will be Flint Carter.
Kevin Malis: I know Eric did a really good job; I hope to continue to do a fine
job. Come down and talk to me.
Digger: Director of rJIinority Affairs-- the only candidate and the best-- Tony
Dobbins. I'd like to reappoint Celeste to Director of Public Relations. Director
of student Activities-- Dave Bloom. It was a very difficult interview.
Dave Bloom: I'll give it 100%. I'd like to work with Bill and Paul. No set plan.
Clubs should be working together more. I'm a sophomore-- political science am
history maj or. ]VIy mom's German and my dad's J ewish~ so I have a slant to
multi-culturalism.
Bill: How do you view your role?

-

Dave: Detaching from Senate will be tough. I want to have a good working relationship with the senators-- everyone has to work together.
Bill: Specifically with student media?
Dave: Not exactly sure... need to work together and share.
up a Media Board.
L.C. Robinson: What about the Student Activities Fair?
event.

I want to try to set

That'll be your first major

Dave: I'll have to shake a lot of hands and kiss a lot of babies.
first to admit tb.at I'm a rookie. All I can do is my best.

I'll be the

Digger: New Supreme Court Justice--Brian Quayle will be an excellent asset.
Swearing in ...
Dave Bloom: Conflict of interest; I resign from my senate seat.
Digger: Faculty Assembly has a proposal that the week before exams there could be
no other exams given. How do you feel about that?
Ed: The resolution already exists; shouldn't be giving them this year.
Digger: No

Ed~

it must be for next year.

Jeff Kuryla: I appreciate professors who will give the final the week before.
Mike Popoff: That's the only good thing-- sometimes professors get behind; try to
fit stuff in. I like breaking finals up.
Digger: Thought it would restrict the faculty.
anonymous donor to go to jr/sr next year.

$10~OOO

scholarships from an

-6Dean Wass.: Intenc.ed to assist students who wouldn't be able to financially
afford to come back. Need-based.
Jay: Those applying need a Financial Need form on file.
criteria. Understood it's all to be used next year.

Check it out to be sure of

Digger: One of our S.A. members is leaving-- Steve Messina.
Jeff Shade: I feel it was important to invite Mike Flaherty here-- I'd like to get
some more guests. It's helpful. I'd like to appoint an assistant-- Sean
0' Connell; he's been helpful so far. He can be reached at WOSR--2908.
FINANCE REPORT
Tom Auffhammer: Bill #5 (WOSR)-- #916 is fixed assets-- transfer to WOSR account.
It'll have to come out of fixed assets until you find a better way to fund.
Digger: The accounts are replenished in September.
Tom: Bill #6-- #917 to a new account.

#917 is independent programming.

COMl\lITTEE REPORTS
Elections (Mike Popoff): Met Monday at 4 p.m. Discussed NYPIRG-- 2 people will be
elected. Voting from 5-10 next Thursday at a polling place downstairs. It was
mentioned that Senate might appoint them to sit through the summer and they could
run in the fall ...
Jerry Serlin: NYPIRG' s constitution doesn't allow that.

We have to be elected.

Mike: There was a problem with advance notice; not much tjme to publicize.
Jerry: We didn't even know if we were going to be on campus until three weeks ago.
Mike: Tell your cohstituents. Letters of intent to run will be taken at the S.A.
office. Open to anyone paying the fee.
Intercultural Relations (Steve Scofield): September 21st-- program at Fallbrook;
workshops for Multicultural Day. Could use some extra support. Problems with
absentees lately; trying to get things rolling now. Meetings are 'fuesday at 4 p.m.
Environmental (Jerry): Proposal for fall projects. Researching feasability of
recycling in the Union. Implementing S.A. office to use recycled paper.
Responsible postering policies are also an issue. Working on Earth Day next year.
Student Services (Lisa): Trying to get a hold of· Ed Andraka-- does anyone know
him???? Talked to Marirose; set up a schedule for next year. Looking at where
money comes and goes. Also working on the walkway between Culkin and the library;
it's always flooded.
Finance (Chris Smith): Meetings are Wednesdays at 5:30.
Discussed function of committee.

Stick with tradition.

-7-
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College/Comnunit;r Relations (Jeff Kuryla): Tr.ings in mailboxes.
meetings this semester.

Not setting up

Rules (Marc Beck): 5 p.m. is a bad time. Meeting at 5:15 next week. Discussed
stuff in pac!<et. I'm going to work on writing Roberts' Rules for the Senate
over the summer.
NEW BUSINESS
Bill #5: SUbnitted by: Sean O'Connell and Bill Schreiner
Sponsored by: Brian Hurd., Steve Scofield, and Jerry Serlin
Sean: Passing around package ... w11at ! s going on? This thing' 11 let you know. FCC
is a worse bureaucratic system than t:bis school. .. Do know we've hurdled many
barriers in the application process. After 14 months, you're usually pretty
safe. Up to two days ago, there was still mthing in our public file-- good
sign. Why do we need more money? Lack of long-term planning right from the
start (1981). Last fall .. the old management went to the former Senate and asked
for $24 .. 000; I don't know what the logic was-- that wasn't emugh money. This
is all necessary equipment. Transmission site and studio site. Want to keep a
stable sound. Are we going to see any of this money spent? No matter what-the whole studio end of the proj ect will be done. Eight weeks to get the
transmission site done. On air by mid-September-- very probable. Cut costs
wherever we could, but this is not a cheesy plan. Buy the equipment that will
last you. After this-- implement a long-term plan. Gonna end up tearing up
the studio if you cut corners. Portable recording unit's the only thir;Jg we don't
need; I can get rid of that, but it's to cover student events. We see ourselves
as a utility; an outlet for you. Not better-- a tool for S.A. to use. The news
studio will facilitate office space better. Want to add broadcast capability.
1 'm a real straightforward guy; there's no b. s. in this proposal.
Dr. Jay: Isn't the wording of the HBe i t Enactedl; unusual?
Sean: Kevin plans to amend the bill.
Bill #6: Subnitted by: Jeff Shade and Ed Cohen
Sponsored by: Jerry Serlin
Louis Fraioli: w'hat if this fails?

I think the cards we got were wasted money.

Digger: There was a vertal agreement with the last administration.
next week.

Bring it up

Resolution #3: Submitted by: Carrie Fix and Bryan Spellman
Sponsored by: Steve Scofield, Chris Smith, r·Tarc Beck, Jeff Kuryla"
and Mike Reino
Steve: Talked to hall council ... they don't want Showtime. w'isrf'that'c/IDp-'rBd, a broader
movie selection.
Chris: Not so sure about 'lrevenue reduction" ... 1 really don't think it would
take too much away from 'IDP. But $3.50 a month for the stuff they're putting
out •.. with an occassional good film ... $3.50 seems like a lot for what Showtime's
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supposedly giving us.
Marc: Ywld to Carrie Fix.
Carrie: Johnson Hall president. At our meetings, we discussed Showtime as a
possibility. We have WP and PPB; we don't need to pay more. Chuck Weeks said
it would cost $4.50. Put it up to the students, they said no, so we got it for
free. $45/year; they gave us a taste of Showtime, and now they want us to pay.
Asking you to pass this.
Marc: Changes-- in the fifth wnereas , omit ,:and"; in the sixth Whereas, change the
amount to $4.50. Dedicated to fighting tacked on fees.
Mike Reino: This free taste was like a bad shot of tequila with no chaser. It's
basically useless.
Jeff: The money is not really necessary.

~lhere

are we going to show our support?

Steve Amato: I think we should wait until next week; take it back to our halls
and see what they want.
Bill: I live off-campus; we tried it and the movies were of no quality. Once
it's adopted, it's going to stay there, whether you use it or not. Students
should have some control over what they see.
Jerry: $3.50 or $4.50-- who's WP going to come to for money?

--

Lisa: Once it's brought on, we can't get rid of it.
will go up.

Over the years, the price

Dr. Jay: I'm curious as to the money likely to be brought in-- out of your pockets
to Showtime. Sounds to me like a real poor use of a lot of money.
Bill: $22,500/ year.
Louis: The administration already told us they don't care what we thihk.
boycott is what we need.
Mike Popoff: wno pays for this?
Marc: Every on-campus student, whether they have a t.Y. or not.
Jay:
~llirc:

w~o

collects/receives the money?

It's tacked on to the Res. Life and HOusing bill.

Louis: Make the Friendly AmendIpents ...
Brian Hurd: Call to question.
Steve Amato: Objection.
Steve Scofield: Move to question.
Resolution passes ... 20 for, 0 opposed, and 1 abstaining

A good
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Resolution #4: Subm:Ltted by: Bill Scr..reiner, Dan Taft, and Ed Cohen
Sponsored by: Jerry Serlin, Chris Smith, rUke Reino, Ed Cohen,
and Dave Bloom
Jerry: Worked with Paul a little bit ... caused him as much grief as possible.
One of the most effective administrators ...
Chris: Just want to get through this night! In the time I've been here, I've
grown from one sense of opinion to another of Paul; from a negative to a positive.
Ed: Paul and I got along very well.

Support fully.

Dave: Think Paul's administration hit a lot of things head on.
giving me a start.
Bill: Worked with Paul for over a year and a half.
best guy.
Louis: Call to question.

Thank him for

Stuck living with him.

The

Motion for general consent.

Jenn O'Connor: Objection.
Resolution passes ... 21 in favor, 0 opposed, and 3 abstaining.

-

Resolution #5: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner, Paul Austin, Steve rllessina, and Dan
Taft
Sponsored by: Jerry Serlin, Marc Beck, Mike REino, and Louis Fraioli
Jerry: Yield to Paul.
Paul Austin: Take this opportunity to say-- =-t was a hard tenure as president.
There were times when I thought the odds were against me. When I didn't think I
had a friend in the world, except Ed. I thank him for that.
Marc: Ed's always been very open to me ... very helpful. When you're out in those
:'greener pastures", just watch out for those brown spots.
Mike: I sponsored this because I didn't think anybody else would do it!
done a really good job, I feel.
Louis: Blew me off many a time.

Ed's

Pray to God he gets hit by a mule.

Kevin Nonnan: Worked with Ed a long time.

Wish him good luck in the future.

Bill: One of Ed's harshest critics. Never afraid to take a difficult stand.
You may disagree with him, but you've gotta:respect him.
Resolution passes ... 19 in favor, 0 opposed, and 2 abstaining
Resolution #6: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Kevin Norman
Sponsored by: Ed Cohen
Ed: Known Cr..ristine for over a year now.
individual.

She's corne a long way.

Kevin: My assistant ... did an excellent job.

She's a fine

Congrats on a job well done.

.:..10.:..

Louis: Call to question.

-

Resolution passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #7: Submitted by: Jeff Shade, Ed Cohen, Bill Schreiner, Dan Taft,
and Paul Austin
Sponsored by: Chris Smith and Marc Beck
Marc: Said it last week. Everybody was up in anns.
students. Royally dissect by Auxiliary Services.

Would be a great program for

Chris: Much like Mr. Flaherty and Dr. Jay, I was a little r.azy on it when it was
first brought forward. Good grasp of it now. Think Mr. Flaherty kinda fed us a
line tonight. This is a wWwin proposition.
Jeff lfuryla: In favor of resubmitting. Urge ACCESS people to answer questions
and explain. I want it to go through this semester.
Jonathan Kupersmith: Call to question.
Resolution passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #8: SUbmitted by: Dan Taft, Bill Schreiner, and Paul Austin
Sponsored by: Ed Cohen and Mike Reino
Ed: Had my doubts at first, but after working with Kevin... he worked out real
fine. I believe he'll go far.
Mike: I was here last year when Kevin I s appo intment was delayed. He I s done really
an excellent job. What I appreciate the most is his honesty. The budget I s not
a secret.
Jeff Kuryla: \'v'hen I first came in, one of my biggest questions was how does
Finance work? He can explain anything inside and out.
Steve Scofield: Kevin's done a lot of work in and out of the office.
this.

He deserves

Bill: Yield to Paul.
Paul Austin: That green pasture was looking pretty brown last year at this time.
Kevin's the greatest achievement of our administration. I never doubted ya.
Bill: About the wording of the resolution ... You try and find six different ways
to say the ~e thing!
Louis: Always straightforward with us.
finds.

Hope you don't find the same pasture Ed

Tom Lonnquist: Glad Paul stuck to his guns.
Kevints done has been cedited by you.

Set a tense tone ... think the job

Resolution passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #9: Submitted by: Dan Taft and Bill Scht'einer
Sponsored by: Jeff Kuryla and Chris Smith
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Jeff: Think Tom'll do a great job as Director.·of Finance.
Chris : Ditto.
Resolution passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #10: Submitted by: Dan Taft and Bill Schreiner
Sponsored by: Steve Scofield and Steve Amato
Steve Scofield: I know he did a lot of work ...
Steve Amato: Deserves this congratulations.
Resolution passes by a vote of general consent.
ANNOUNCEMENTS and PUBLIC COMMENT

-

Dr. Jay: This is my last meeting of the semester. I wanted to say to the old
senators~ old friends-- it's been nice working with you.
Farewell for the
surrmer. Refer to the minutes; a comment refers to me ...What I remember is asking
a question; a concern of mine. It was a problem that heeded to be addressed. I
did not speak to that issue again. Wanted you to know that. Advice-- you already
know Auxiliary Services will hear this again; it must be made clear. Not
lobbying that's needed; application.
Dave Bloom: Thank you to Dr. Jay~ Dean Wass. ~ L~C. ~ and Tom. Provide :important
voices. Mention a couple names-- Louie~ Mike Reino ... Cullivan~ Chick~ and Jeff
\\7hite-- had very strong opinions and always voiced them. Everyone else ... the
clerk... thanks to Mr. Taft and Mr. Shade for their confidence in me.
Jeff Kuryla: A group of us will be going to the sting after the meeting!
Mike Popoff: The direction of this body is to run itself under a good~ watchful
eye. Guess I'm kinda radical ... I like to get into other stuff. I think if
students get together~we can see that policy is taken. We need to be more student
oriented. Think of some things that bother us as students. I'm a strong
believer that we can change things.
Jeff Shade: It shows strong dedication that a lot of you stayed for the whole
meeting.
Tom Lonnquist: The Senate passes a Jot of resolutions in the course of a year.
They have to be passed on to make a difference.
Marc: Motion to adj oum.
Meeting was adjourned at 8: 59 p.m.
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Student Association
State University College at Oswego
Senate
27th Legislative Session
6th Meeting
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Agenda
1.

Call to order

2.

Roll call

3.

Approval of minutes

4.

Approval of agenda

5.

Executive reports
Dan Taft
Jeff Shade

6.

Finance report
Kevin Norman

7.

Committee reports

8.

New Business
Resolution #11, Resolution #12, Resolution #13, Resolution #14
Resolution #15, Resolution #16, Resolution #17, Resolution #18
Resolution 1119

9.

Old Business
Bill It 5, Bill It6

10.

Announcements and Public Comment

11.

Adjournment
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27th Legislative Session
6th Meeting
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MllIDTES

The 6th Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at approx .
6:15 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: J en Ford, Christina Aliberti,
Richard Rucker., Joe Schneller, and Jeff Kuryla.

-

The minutes and the agenda were approved.
EXECUTIVE REPORTS
Digger: Tried to bring ACCESS up at the Auxiliary Services Board meeting; there were
questions of legality and procedural questions ... ro brought it up spontaneously, so
they didn't feel they had enough time to think about it; they didn't bring it to the
floor. I have a good feeling ... I'm going to encourage Heidi Daggett to request a
special meeting at the beginning of next semester.
Chris Smith: Are you going to sit down and explain it to the Board members?
Digger:. Definitely. We are getting the CarolIonic Bell system; Dean solicited $2400
from the suca foundation. .
Dean Reinhart: It'll be operational by the fall.

-

Digger: To finish up my appointments to the Auxiliary Services Board., for row ...
the sophomore seat will be filled by Kendiss Gibson-~ he's a member of WTOP and
WOSR. The Student Conduct Comnittee ... I'd like to reappoint Tony Dobbins and
Brandon King; appoint Jeff Howser and michelle Cook. Annexation-- talked about
during the Murphy administration... Mackin is part of the city, but the rest of us
are in town. Bill Maroney and Jon Kupersmith came and talked to me about it, and
we may be starting a committee in the fall. Talk to me if you're interested. Think
about it. I'd like to start a new executive position; not a paid position-- Dir.
of Campus Safety. Wanted to bring it up to the Senate to see what you thought of
it. Would like to go with this position in the fall. HopefUlly like to get this
person. a speaking seat. Bill #6-- up to your decision. Paul and F.d made no
agreement to fund. Bill #5-- really can't stress how important this is. Encourage
you to talk to Sean. Hope it passes. Summer addresses and phone numbers to Jeff ...

,
~t:j

-
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We're gonna do a lot over break; want to look into restructuring S.A. office space.
Also-- get programs set up for voter registration. Work on official contracts
for the S.A. secretaries and bookkeeper, too. Wish everyone a great summer.
Jeff Shade: Reiterate what Dlln said about the bills; both of us stand behind both
of them. Talked to Sean; glad some of you stopped down to talk to h:im. Looking
forward to having some training programs in the fall. Gonna work on that ... kinda
get more familiar with procedures, so it won't be like the blind leading the blind.
Digger: Presentation of plagues to Paul and W ...
FurANCE REPORT
Kevin Norman: Bill #5-- the money will come from fixed assets; another account will
go into the red. Only overspent about $2000. There should be an amendment to the
"Be it Enacted" ... Account #916 (fixed assets) transferred to account #599 (I-:OSR
expansion account).
Chris: And the fund balance?
Kevin: On~y taking away about $1900.
budget.

-

The windfall is nothing to do with this year's

COIVIDlITI'EE REPORTS
Elections (l\tike Popoff): Election tomorrow. Problems with staff covering it; ask
senators for any help. Short meeting after this meeting. Should be all set. Three
rurming for :f\jlPIRG Board; 10-5 p.m.
Environmental (Jerry Serlin): Looking into some different ideas for next semester.
Intercultural Relations (Steve Scofield): No meeting this week; let people study.
College/Corrmunity Relations (Digger): November for armual Exchange Days. Went to
the Council meeting ... talked about doing some sort of cleanup in the city. Also
talked about open container laws.
Finance (Chris Smith): Speak on the bills as they come up.
NEW

BUSTh~SS

Resolution #11: Submitted by: Jerry Serlin
Sponsored by: Ed Cohen and Jerry Serlin
Jerry: Do not have any representation for the search for a Dean of Arts and Sciences;
no by-laws for that. Seems to be pretty conmon at other colleges to have student
representation.
Ed: Echo same sent:iments.
campus affairs.

This can only work to better student representation on

Louis Fraioli: Call to question.

-3Resolution #11 passes with a vote of general consent.
Dean Wassenauer: What will be the route this takes?
Digger: I'll take a copy to Faculty Assembly.
Resolution #12: Submitted by: Ed Cohen~ Paul Austin~ and Steve Messina
Sponsored by: Mike Reino~ Kim Aust~ Ed Cohen~ and Marc Beck
rUke: Bill's one of the brightest people we have at Senate.
excellent!

Shoney's salad bar is

Marc: One of the fine philosophes of reason on this campus.
me. Really wish Bill the best ... owe him a lot of thanks.

OUtstanding help to

Kim: Bill is so dedicated ... I always see him running
to stop and say hello.

but he alkll-ays has time

around~

Ed; This echoes the housemates' sentiments about Bill ... He' s been a great guy.

Louis: Call to question.
Paul Austin: Another one of my appointments that everyone saw the wisdom in ... Did
quite alot behind the scenes. Helpful in many ways. Whenever we wanted to see what
the opposition was going to do ~ we went to Bill ...

-

Resolution #12 passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #13: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Dan Taft
Sponsored by: Ed Cohen
Ed: I guess Ian helped me a

little~

because I didn't have to go to Court while he

was a Justice ...
Resolution #14: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Dan Taft
Sponsored by: Louis Fraioli and Chris Smith
Kim Aust takes the Chair.
Louis: Good friend tome.

Took me under her wing in the begirming.

Chris: Don't know Celeste very

well~

but I've heard numerous good things.

Jerry: She's my R.A. Love her dearly.
and ran the other way!

The first time I met her ... she got scared

Marc: Never worked with Celeste ... excellent conversationalist.
thanks.

-

She done good.

Congratulations and

Resolution #14 passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #15: Submitted by: Dan Taft and Bill Schreiner
Sponsored by: B~ Goodwine
Brian: I live with him; known Brandon for three years. He put everything he had
into this. Helped a lot of people in a lot of tough situations.

i

J

Resolution #15 paS;Jes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #16: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Dan Taft
Sponsored by: Louis Fraioli
Louis: Wish I knew who he was ... I'll take your word that he did a good job.
Resolution #16 passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #17: Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Dan Taft
Sponsored by: Ed Cohen and Mike Reino
Ed: Known Kandise for four years. Not only a kn~Mledgeable asset to students of
color ... Always spoke her mind; lot of respect for that.
Mike: Definitely works very hard for people of color ... excellent job keeping us
up to date on the Coke situation.
Resolution #17 passes by a vote of general consent.
Resolution #18;;Submitted by: Bill Schreiner and Dan Taft
Sponsored by: Louis Fraioli., Chris Smith., and Mike Reino
Louis: An asset to Senate.
good leadership.

Jenn' s been like a mother-figure; always demonstrating

Chris: Through all the trouble ... she carried herself with dignity.
highest regard for Jenn.

I have the

Mike: Wish Jeff Kuryla was here., because he probably knows Jenn better than anyone
else here; the last time he talked about her., he brought us to tears. She can't
be all bad-- she goes to the Sting with me am laughs at my jokes.
Ed: (Corrments tl» petty to record) ....
Bill: Way back before I got involved in Senate and was working at WTOP., I first met
Jenn-- back during the election shambles; she was putting things back together. I
object to some of the things Ed said ... Jenn once wrote a letter to the Oswegonian
explaining that she doesn't speak often because everyone else says what doesn't need
to be said twice.
Mike Popoff: Yield to Paul., but only for a minute.
Paul: On behalf of the old administration., or at least half of it., I think Jenn came
through an extremely difficult situation well.
rlIike: Fine young woman.
any one person's fault.

As far as the past- problems ... they couldn't have been 100%
I think there were just personality problems.

Celeste: Jenn's a very hard worker.

-

Let's keep the b.s. out.

Resolution #18 passes ... 19 in favor., 1 opposed., and 0 abstaining.
OW BUSllmSS

Bill #5: Submitted by: Sean O'Connell and Bill &hreiner
Sponsored by: Steve Scofield and Brian Hurd

·-5Steve: Went down to WOSR; without a doubt ... I believe they need every cent they
asked for. The equipment is shoddy. No reason not to vote in favor.
Brian: This is the final step. Unfair for this Senate, after all WOSR's been through,
to not give them this money. Studio is in bad shape. Unjust to deny chance to go
PM.
Jerry: Added facet of student life.
Tom Lonnquist: Very positive bill. One real concern about the 4th w"hereas-- I don't
know as that's an accurate one. As you go through the process ... prices change.
Friendly Amendment to move that Whereas; otherwise it's a positive bill. Don't
think that's an accurate reflection of your former peers who worked on this.
Chris: Number of amendments ... 4th w"heras struck. Changes to the Be it Enacted ...
only the money transfer should be left in; the rest is unconstitutional.
Marc: Call to question.
Bill #5 passes: 19 in favor, 0 opposed, and 0 abstaining.
Bill #6: Submitted by: Jeff Shade and Ed Cohen
Sponsored by: Jerry Serlin and Chris Smith

-

Jerry: My hall voted this bill down. Primary reasoning was that President Weber
signed for an increase. Personally no problem with the bill; the thing with the
cards might have been done a little better.
Chris: My building was for it. See this as a response on the part of the administration ... saw it as a very positive action. About the signed increase ... President
Weber had to go along with an increase at some point. Bit of respect for the
administration for making this effort. From went I've heard, 14,000 cards went out.
Any effort is a little progress toward the end.
Mike Popoff: On a slightly different note ... r see letter-writing campaigns as very
important. See political motivation to the administration doing that. Enough
letters can sway politicians. Not really against/not really for. Question
motivations.
Dean Wassenauer: Approximately 1st of March--President Weber spoke on the budget ...
looking at very serious cuts even with a tuition increase. Started talking about
letter writing •.. did, very successfully, mount a campaign. I personally delivered
some of the letters; the staff was very, very impressed with the demonstration of
support. fudget still isn't passed; I hope students continue to write. Public
policy question. Higher education is worth pUblic support. Powerful thing ...
if they don't read it, they weigh it! Don't think administration made any attempt
to mask where we're at.
Marc: Call to question.
Bill #6 passes: 13 in favor, 0 opposed, and 5 abstaining .

....
PUBLIC COMMENT
Louis: Last meeting; moving on ... had fun. Words of advice-- don't get bullied around.
Who went to May Day? where was the free food? That $16,000 could have paid f'or
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Jenn O'Com10r: You get out of Senate what you put in~ so give it your best. If
you don't have dedication and respect for the institution or organization you're
involved in~ then your participation isn't worthwhile. I think that you Gan only
learn from your mistakes if you're able to admit to them ~ and 1've made my share.
But Paul said last week that i f he had to do it all over again~ he'd do it the
sarne~ and I respect that-- I wouldn't do anything differently either.
Paul's the
one who pushed me to get involved in this ~ and 1'11 always thank him for that ...
Get to lmow your constituc11ts and Jeff and Digger; thanks to everyone who supported
me.
Ed: Resolution #19 should have
Executive Branch to change the
Some people don't feel they're
service we're receiving. Like

been in the packet ... it's a recommendation to the
S.A. office summer hours. Just a consideration.
getting the l1bang for the buck". Look at the
to thank the Senate.

Kim Aust: Last Senate meeting~ also.
I'm the oldest senator here.

Power trip being up here.

Really can' t believe

Jeff Shade: Thank Kim for taking over for me. Comment on resolutions-- Bill was a
very worthy opponent. Celeste-- great job as my campaign manager. Brandon and
Mike-- helped me out a lot before I got in here. Kandise-- deserves a lot of respect.
Jenn-- think she did a great job; that's why I hired her back irrmediately. Proud
that the Senate took the initiative to research. Bust out those finals; wish you
all a good summer.
Marc: Another round of applause to the seniors. Sean and WOSR-- congratulations
and make the station work real well. Steve-- 'IDP will not die without you.
Bill: Very grateful for resolution. Glad to have worked with Senate-- especially
Paul~ Ed~ and Steve-- pushing the limits of what the Executive Branch can do.
There
are a lot of new issues; a lot of ground will be broken.
Brian Hurd: Time to thank Louie.
people next year.

Looking forward to working with all these great

Steve riIessina: Bill's done a great job.
time in years.

Made the media come together for the first

Tom Lonnquist: Kim~ you did a great job ... if I'd lmown you had the skills~ I would
have urged you to run against Ed last year. Really impressed with new Senate-- start
and rollin'. Louie~ I had a resolution for you~ but Liz would've had to put in
subtitles. I believe that i f you dish it out~ you take it. Jenn knows it~ Paul
knows it~ Ed certainly knows it. Looking forward to working with Digger and Jeff;
Kevin-- you've done a great joh; know you served the students well. Thank you all.
Chris: Say goodbye to Paul~ Ed~ Steve~ Jenn~ Kevin~ Louie~ Mike~ and Kim.
came into the last session~ right away I realized that I was g08ng to have
of fun. Welcome to the new administration. Sorry to see Dave Bloom leave
senator; not the same without him in my corner. Sorry to see Dave White's
here ... kinda miss the old guy.
Dave Bloom: Good luck to all graduating seniors.
Reino.

\\lhen I
a lot
as a
not

Most underrated senator-- Mike

Paul: Point out Mike Reina; very sophisticated person.
Dean Wass.: Recognize dedication of Ed and Paul.

Seni ors-- looking forward to
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next Saturday. Parcicularly think that as a Senate, we struggled with the issues
of the academy ... I hope that what it is that you stood for and how you conducted
yourself here, you take out with you ... tr..at ' s what it's about. Recognize leadership that student government has for the campus. Welcome you to come back a day
or two early to get things started.
Jerry: NYPIRG state board elections tomorrow.
Appreciate a vote cast in my direction.

One of three people running.

IIUke Popoff: I hope everybody that leaves gets a job. I still wonder about the
inside stuff that went on with the last adrninstration ....
Mike Reino: Feel like I'm doing a Ted Bunce imitation ... Thanks to Tom and Dean
Wass. Thank Jem, Jeff kuryla, &nitty, etc. Everybody in the Executive Branch.
Bloom kept me from going insane. Did get Dave started and will be taking part of
his check. Do have a bottle of $4 champagne, too!
Tom Lomquist: About Ed's idea for a kosher kitchen ... it'll be called Fast Eddie's;
look for that opening soon!
Meeting was adjourned at 7:40 p.m.
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MINUTES

The 8th Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at
approximately 6:00 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent:Christina Aliberti,
Natalie Bailey and Joe Schneller.
The agenda was approved.
There were no minutes to approve.
EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Taft: I'd like to introduce Eric Coppolino·- runs Student Leader News
Service, think the senate should sUbcribe to this ...
Eric Coppolino: The Student Leader is two years old- had its start in 1989.
We provide information on wr.at is going on in the state legislatures, SASU,
NYPIRG, the CUNY and SUNY schools. Get information to your constituentsfind out what's going on. We put out a steady variety of news upon the
information we receive . We have started doing other publications such as a
lobbying guide- contains how to lobby and lists of all. legislatures you can
write to.· New publication called StateWise which focuses on State wide issues.
We serve the needs of students.
Dan Taft: What is the contribution for membership?
Eric Coppolino: $475 a semester. The Oswegonian is a member.
Lisa Schichtel: It is a very infonnative source. The Oswegonian uses it all
the t:ime. It is an :important thing to have.
.....

Dan Taft: Thank-you, Eric. This service will be very beneficial. I'd like to
put a bill in in a few weeks. Another guest speaker- Part of the money from
the voluntary student arts fee went toward an art coordinator- Like to introduce
Maureen Stamcs.
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Maureen Stanks: 'I'hank-you. I appreciate what you have all done. As Arts
Coordinator, I will be coordinating all the art programs on campus, the
performing arts here, and take over the Artswego calender. I appreciate this
chance. I really enjoy working with students. My office is in Tyler Hall where
the Box Office area is.
Dan Taft: Look forward to working with you. We are working on Voter Registration
Drive. Here's Joe Sammons ...
Joe Sammons: I'm the project coordinator of NYPIRG. We are very ambitious about
tl.-,e Voter Registration Drive. We have 200-250 registered so far. That's not bad
considering the time. On September 22, pending approval of residence hall councils,
We will do a "sweep" in all the halls to register as many people as we can.
On September 28, we have Lanigan Registration Day. On October 3, we will have
tables set up in the city, and on October 5, NYPIRG, some sororities and fraternities
will do a "sweep" in the community to register as many people as we can. The more
folks we can get to help, the better. It will be alot of fun. We can get more
than 1,000 people registered- I guarantee it.
Dan Taft: A major issue this year is housing. I got a call from Paul Austin that
some homeowners are upset about what the landlords are doing. On Monday there was
a Common Council meeting and Paul and I spoke about what the problem was. I told
t'~em who I was. 'I represent all the students and the city residents as well.
W-at we need is respectable housing for all. The students and residents don't
deserve this.' I want to set an agenda for housing like voter registration.
Another guest speaker- L. C. Robinson ...

-

L.C. Robinson: There are five days left until the activities fair- please sign up.
Sign in when you're able to man the post or "woman" the post. As the representatives of students you need to be there. The fair is going to be greatprobably the best one we've ever had. There are 68 groups participating so far
and 10-15 groups usually come the day. We might get 100. If we get that many,
maybe I'll speak to AUXiliary Services- open up the snack bar. We will have a
caricatures artist .. From 10: 00-2: 00 the pictures will be free. After that there
will be a nominal fee of $2.00. Dave Bloom's been doing alot of work on this.
There is a mandatory meeting tomorrow at 4: 00 in the fonnal lounge.
Dave Bloom: It looks like it will go off really well.
Dan Taft: I have an appointment to make to the student conduct committeeCorrez Williams.
Correz Williams: I've served on the Judiciary committee and the task force ...
Dan Taft: Are there any questions? Any objections? Seeing none he is hereby
appointed. Congratulations Correz. Here's Bill Schreiner...
'

B~ll ~hreiner: I know what the actiVities director is going through- this is the
highl2ght of ~i~ director career- alot of stress, give him any help you can.
I.have an AUXlllary Services Board report. On Thursday I met with the personnel
dJ.rector. On Monday, I contacted Mike Flaherty. He did not contact me back
At t'-e first board meeting which will be Sept. 23, I will obtain official .
documents and bUdget.
Dan. Taft: There will be no meeting next Wednesday because of the Yom Kippur
hollday. On ~e'l?t .. 25, . Dr. Weber will come to speak about the bUdget. There are
numerous Posltlons stlll available; one associate justice, one left on the Conduct

-3Comnittee., and five on the Parking Comnittee. That's the end of my report.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
Jeff S'-ade: I would first like to announce the new elections chair- Johnny

Osterhout. All halls will have a senator by Sept. 23. Hopefully then we'll have
our full senate. On Friday., Digger and I have a meeting with Bernie Henderson
to get another ATM machine downstairs- alot of people on line at the end of the
day.

Lisa Schichtel: Is there any chance of getting a new bank?
Jeff Shade: Hopefully there will be more contracts by next week. T hope to
replace t'-e phone downstairs. I'd like to hold an election for the Auxiliary
Services board. Any nominations?
Brian Hurd: I'd like to nominate Steve Scofield from Onondaga Hall.
Jeff Shade: Any objections? Steve is appointed to the board.

FINANCE REPORT

-

Tom Aufhammer: I realize there have been concerns regarding WOSR expansion.
I'm in the office fifteen hours a week i f anyone wants to stop by and ask
questions.
COMMI'ITEE REPORTS
.ELECTION
John Osterhout: Petition forms have been available since yesterday. They are
due by Sept. 17 and the election is Sept. 23.

. ENVIRONMENTAL
Jerry Serlin: This is my last meeting tonight. You'll have to get a new environmental comnittee chair.
COLLEGE COMMONITYRELATIONS
Jeff Kuryla: We've been talking about Exchange Days. Paul Austin will be at our

next meeting to discuss the housing issue.
·INTERCULTURAL·REI.ATIONS
Steve Scofield: I have-registration forms available for Leadership Development
Series.
NEW BUSINESS
Bill #8: Submitted by:
Sponsored by: Brian Hurd., Dave White., and Steve Scofield
Bill Schreiner: This bill is voted on every year. Those here from last year
may remember. Every year the senate contributes to The National Issues Forum
where topics such as where enery comes from are discussed.

-4OLD BUSINESS
-

Bill #7: Submitted by:
Sponsored by:
Jerry Serlin: When you first look at the bill you might question the amount of
money. But this event will be useful and with the amount of people that will
show up" the money is justified.
Jeff Kuryla: When is this?
Dr. Button: Yield to savitri Banary.
savitri Banary: On Sept. 18- Yom Kippur" between Johnson and Riggs.
Chris 2mith: I was going to suggest tabling this but obviously we can't. I
have alot of problems with this. I'm all for ALANA conference but there is alot
of stuff going on with t'e title of ALANA that I want to make clear. Did the
Women's Center" JSU and GAYLA lose their representation?
Dan Taft: Last year Kandice Thomas expanded her position to include those other
organizations.
Chris .smith: The LSU" BSU" and ASA are the ones represented- the other organizations are not on the paper.

-

Tony Dobbins: I would rather deal with the ALANA situation.
C'Tis .smith: It used to include all multicultural.
Tony Dobbins: Yes" but there was a conflict.
Chris .smith: What conflict?
Tony Dobbins: The organizations I represent wanted to have something for themselves.
As far as the people of color are concerned" they didn't like the title minority.
Chris Smith: But the other organizations lost their voice.
Jeff Shade: Hopefully all the organizations can attend.
Chris .smith: Based on that" I yield.
Marc Beck: The date of the picnic- Yom Kippur" to have a picnic" I think insensitive
to Jewish people.
Tony Dobbins: Some of the students are not able to go home that holiday- not meant
to desecrate holiday. Last year" we had to come back on Easter Sunday. We spoke
with JSU- they had no problem with this.
Correz Williams: Beneficial to the whole campus. Good time for people to learn
about other people's cultures.
Dave Levitsky: Why so much money? Hotdogs and hamburgers don't cost so much.
Lisa Schichtel: BSU" LSD and ISU- they were supposed to give money to this.

-5Yield to Faeza J i vanj ee .
Faeza Jivanjee: They don't have the money to give to us. ISD is carrying the
Caribbeean dinner, their money is wiped out and LSD is also having a dinnerthey don't have the money to spend right now.
Jeff Kuryla:
ASA has come
The planning
with them to

If you look back to last year, one major issue was multiculturalism.
forward with a good idea- to invite everyone and anyone on a picnic.
was a little late, but I think this is a good idea. We should work
make sure that it does go right.

Dan Taft: Yield to Bill Schreiner.
Bill Schreiner: ASA is a relatively young organization. The dinner they held
last year came off virtually without a flaw. I have no doubts they can pull this
off as well. The money- that's for the senate to decide, but if you do give them
the money, the event will come off.
Dan Taft: I agree with Bill. This is a beneficial event- go out and have a good
time. Hope someone calls it to question soon.
Dan Stine: I think this is a good thing. I'm Jewish, and I'm not offended by the date.
Chris Roker: Great opportunity to get to know each other on a one to one basis.
True, the bill was late, but any event that can bring people together will come off.
Brian Hurd: Call to question.
Bill passes 21, 0, 5.
PUBLIC COIVJlVIENT
Joe Sammons: We are going to be in hall councils this week. Our chapter meetings
are Thursday nights or stop by room 224.
Brian Hurd: I'd like to give my support to Joe Sammons on recycling. I'd like
to work with Joe to make the system workable.
Jeff Shade: Congratulations to Steve Scofield and commend ASA for coming before
Senate. I hope to see most of senate there.
Marc Beck: WIDP is going on the air this Sunday at 2:00. I'll pass out program guide.
WIDP looks like its going to be exciting semester.
Tom Lonnquist: I commend Joe Sammons for what he's doing. NYPIRG and members of the
Greekcornmunity are doing a great service on Sept. 28, walking door to door.
The people who are running for office respond to people who vote. Only 80
stUdents voted last year. You will have their attention if' 3,000 or 4,000 people
vote. We have until Oct. 7 to register people to vote.
Dean Wassenhauer: Please bear with the recycling program. In time, we have to make
this part of our daily routine.
...

Tony Dobbins: I would like to thank the senate on behalf of ASA.
Jeff Shade: The day of the retreat isOcttober 13 at Fallbrook. I'm glad people
are getting more involVed, asking more questions. Things are going smoothly.
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October 25- pictures will be taken. The photographer didn't show up today.
I'm glad Jeff Kuryla brought up my campaign promise- I will keep to it.
Dave Levitsky: Motion to adjourn.
Meeting was adjourned at .7:40 p.m.
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MINUTES
The 9th Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at approximately
6:05 p.m.
The meeting began with the swearing in of new senators by Chief Justice Sean O'Donnell
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Denee Scott, Tanya Was;hington,
and Dave w1J.ite.
The agenda was approved.
The minutes were approved.
Jeff Shade: New senators, don't worry about it if you don't catch on at first.
Feel free to ask any questions.
EXECTJTIVE REPORT
Dan Taft: Welcome new senators. We have the resignation of Bill Schreiner as my
Executive Assistant. Is that correct, Bill?
Bill Schreiner: Yes, that is.
Dan Taft: I enjoyed working with you. We have a number of guest speakers tonight.
The first - Dr. Glick... .
Dr. Gli.ck: I'm speaking to you regarding the Public Issues Forum on October 24,
from 7:30 to 10:00 in 105 Lanigan. This is the tenth year SUNY Oswego has sponsored
this. What I.'m asking senate for is their support. To share with you the briefest
flavor~ these issues include the public debt, health care for the elderly,
environment ·at risk, the daycare dilemna, the battle over abortion, boundries of
free speech,. coping with AIDS,. and remedying racial inequities. This is an open
forum on issues that affect Americans every day. The public may voice their opinion
on these critical issues. I'm proud to be associated with this. I hope this senate
will fund this.
Jeff Kuryla: w'hen is this?

Dr. Glick: October 24.
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Jason Puma: What kind of publicity has been done for this event?
Dr. Glick: The Office of Public Affairs in Culkin promotes our events and The
Oswegonianprints our calender. W11at we do is present the evidence to the audience
and ask them, what can we do about this? They then break up into "buzz groups"
and come back for a discussion period. There has only been one forum where no
students came - the one dealing with daycare. Only citizens from the conmunity
came. The forums held on campus will be packed with students.
Dan Taft: Thank-you, Dr. Glick. Because of previous engagements Dr. Weber is not
able to come - we'll try to reschedule. Chief Justice Sean O'Donnell would like
to speak ...
Sean O'Donnell: Bill 10 deals with an ombudsman - this position will make the court
stronger, aid in production. The interviews should be held by the court and
our reconmendation should be voted upon by the senate. If you have any questions
about this, I have office hours Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Another thing
I'd like to discuss - Only Associate Justices and myself are able to go into our
office. It has come to my attention that people have been coming in and reviewing
constitutions. It's a matter of privacy.
Marc Beck: Wnat is the senate's reason for not going through this before?
Sean O'Donnell: There was no conmittee formed on this. The court will go out and
solicit this position. It will work quicker if we reconmend someone to the senate
and they vote.

-

Chris Smith: Is this a paid position?
Sean O'Donnell: No, not at this time. Thank-you.
Dan Taft: Another guest speaker - Roosevelt Brown, Director of lEAD Center.
Roosevelt Brown: Thank-you for inviting me. Maybe I'll be able to shed more light
on the Leadership Development Series. We're trying to provide answers to the many
concerns that are brought up. As senators, you are student leaders. These
presentations are being held to make things run more smoothly, to groom leaders
in organizations so they are able to take over the organization when the present
leaders leave. Register for the Leadership Development Series. AUXiliary Services
has been very helpful. We would like to turn this in the direction of SA. We can
be vehicles in pointing people toward organizations. We also hold the lEAD Center
Awards Ceremony for outstanding leadership. The Women's Center, Pre-Law Society,
Asian Student Association and Conmunity Services won awards for leadership and
community service in their organizations. Also. many fraternities and sororities
. get involved in conmunity service. We would like to reward those organizations
for their hard work. Are there any questions?
Bill Schreiner: How many workshops are there?

"""'.

Roosevelt Brown: There are eight presentations this semester. Thirty two people
came to Tom Lonnquist' s presentation on Fundraising. Time Management has 61
people signed up-for it already. Gender Roles has 54 people signed up. It's
proved to be a success so far. We look to have 10 presentations in the 19921993 semester. Thank-you.
Dan Taft: Thank-you, Roosevelt. I have an appointment to make. Sophomore Brian
Quail as my Executive Assistant. Brian, would you like to say a few words?

-3Brian Quail: I've seen the Taft administration do some very good things. I am
glad to be a part of this.
Dave Levitsky: Is there a conflict of interest with the Supreme Court?
Brian Quail: I resign my position of Associate Justice.
Dave Levitsky: Is there a conflict of interest with your being Associate News
Editor of the Oswegonian?
Brian Quail: I have resigned that position since last spring.
Bill Schreiner: What issues do you see becoming more important?
Brian Quail: Housing is a very important issue, campus safety - I'm sure there will
be many issues of :importance.
Dan Taft: Are there any more questions? Any objections? Seeing none he is hereby
appointed. Congratulations, Brian. Another guest speaker, the Director of Public
Safety - Tom Ryan ...
Tom Ryan: Two years ago, I was hired as Public Safety Director. I have to give a
report- on what I learned. You know we carry firearms on campus. My proposal is
that we carry firearms 24 hours a day. There are dangerous people on this campus.
For instance, last year, there were 59 DWI arrests. 64% of those were not students,
not visitors. They were people who had no reason to be on campus. We don't have gates.
There are people on campus who I don't want on campus. If I got a call from
Onondaga where there is a knife involved - it would take 10-15 minutes to respond
to that call. Other departments don't have the experience our officers have.
I can't ask our officers to do their job without the proper equipment. Are there
any questions?
Lisa

Schictel: What are the statistics during the day?

Tom Ryan: We've gotten a call last year from a man who was armed who was threatening
to kill his girlfriend. I would not have allowed my men to pick him up unarmed.
We wou1d be the first SUNY campus to be armed 24 hours a day. I am the first one
to say, guns and academics do not belong together. We are in a country that has
the right to bear arms. I have the obligation to take care of my officers. You
have the obligation to protect the officers who protect you.
Jeff Kuryla: What are you asking us for?
Tom Ryan: Pm- asking for your support because I'm going to the President. I would
like the students' support.
Bill Schreiner: Must this be approved by the College Council?
Tom Ryan: No, only the president. It is his decision alone.
Bill Schreiner: Could you get crime information from the college campuses that
are not-armed?
Tom Ryan: Yes. I can give those to you. We will carry nothing but a .38 if I
have anything to do with it. I still have to speak to several groups. '
Jeff Kuryla: Is it possible holding a referendum on this?

-4Tom Ryan: I don't feel it's necessary. The NYPIRG Safety Survey should tell us
some things. My job is to make the campus as safe as possible. This was a very
emotional issue in the 60's, but today it is different - people are demanding
to be safe on their campuses.
Brian Hurd: This is 18 hours a day, even weekends?
Tom Ryan: The decision for you is whether to have Public Safety or Security
Guards. We can do it, but we need the equiptment. Las Thursday, an Ithaca officer
shot a prowler - I'm not going to hide it from you.
Lisa Schichtel: I call for a motion to collect statistics from Tom Ryan before
any further discussion.
Tom Ryan: If you have any questions, my number is x5555.
Dan Taft: Thank-you, Tom. I want the best safety this campus can offer. Another
guest speaker - Jeff Luks and Ardehir Assadi-Baiki from SASU.
Jeff Luks: I'm vice president of Student Affairs, SASU. We fight in Albany for
state's rights. We are resources for you - we tell you what's going on in other
campuses. In Stonybrook right now, they are looking into arming their officers
as well. We formed in 1970. One of our first victories was to get a student
sitting on the SUNY roard of Trustees. We're still working for students. We
have four caucuses - Women t s caucus, Disabled persons' caucus, Gay and Lesbian
caucus and a People of Color caucus. We give these caucuses a voice in Statewide issues. Ron Williams has been sitting on our board for three years.
Some of the things we are working on is a voter rights campaign, recruitment and
retention for people of color, to educate people what happened 500 years ago
before Columbus came to America, an anti- bias related campaign, and a students'
rights. campaign. We are also working on campus safety issues. There were 22
reported rapes last year in the SUNY systems - i f you believe that, I have a
bridge to sell you. That is very sad. Charges were dropped for two people on
Alfred's campus because of women's "provacative" clothing. It can happen
in Alfred , it can happen here.
Brian Tesmer: Is there any paperwork you can bring to back this up?
Jeff Luks: Yes. I can get it for

you if you want.

Brian Tesmer: I would like that.
Jeff Luks: Another thing- on October 17, 18, 19 there is a Ray Glass Conference.
That is Parents'Weekend here. Another issue we're looking at is the ROTC
being banned from campuses.
Ardehir Assadi-Baiki: What I do is come here on campus to work with the delegates
of the campus. Campus Safety is going to be a very big issue. Alot of the Grrek
organizations do workshops on date rape and other things. If any student comes
to me, I will help them. Are there any questions?
Bill Schreiner: There have been recent reports of a CUNY student senate
misspending funds ...
Jeff Luks: We are not directly related to them. We don't condone this it t S unfair
to the students. Any other questions? Our numbers are on the phamlets ~ Give
us a call.

-5Dan Taft: Thank-you. I will appoint two people to the Intercolliegate Athletic
Board: Sue Polarners, a female athlete, and Gary Post, a male athlete. Any
questions?
Jeff Kuryla: Mr. Post had a hard time making the senate meetings. Will he be able
to make it there?
Dan Taft: The Board works around your schedule.
Bill Schreiner: Shouldn't they be here to question about athletics?
Dan Taft: I'll try to get them for next senate meeting. Here's Joe Sarrrrnons ...
Joe Sarrrrnons: For voter registration, we want to push over that 1500 limit, so the
City of Oswego does not ignore us any longer. Here's plan - each senator gets
10 voter registration forms to give to friends or classmates who are not registered
yet. When the senator hands back 10 completed forms, their names will be. on an
ad in The Oswegonian.
Dan Taft: The tickets are l:iJnited three per student for December graduation,
Saturday, December 7. One last thing - Bill number 11, this is something that has
not been rushed. We have done alot of work on this .We want to move Mary Mooney
to the front of the WOSR office. We want to also move the Pendulum and Great
Lake review, that way that corner of the media center can have 24 access as
long as they don't abuse the rules.
Bill Schreiner: Why are we spending $60.00 on a mailbox system?
Dan Taft: That is something we have to look into.
Jason Corey:

w~t

kind of door locks?

Dan Taft: Yield to Tom Lonnquist.
Tom Lonnquist: They are Corbin locks.
Michael Popoff: I don't think it makes much sense to do this piece-meal.
Brian Tesmer: Is this a one-shot deal?
Dan Taft: Essentially, yes.
JVIichael Popoff: What about the pay increase?
Dan Taft: Tom, could you shed some light on this issue?
Tom Aufhammer: We are researching this right now.
JVIichael Popoff: See what I mean?
Bill Schriener: Would pay increases come from senate?
Tom Aufhammer: No, there is enough in their accounts.
Dan Taft: That is the end of my report.
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Jeff Shade: I'll be brief. Roosevelt Brown spoke about Leadership Development
Series. I'd like to have all the senators go to one each semester. I think it's
a really good idea. I'd like every senator to fill out a form for whichever
program you want to go to. The programs run from October 8 to November 12.
I spoke to Bernie Henderson - another Marine Midland machine would cost $80,000.
We'll hopefully be able to move Key Bank machine near the Marine Midland machine.
The senate retreat is October 13 at Fallbrook. It won't be boring - we'll try
to keep things lively.
Jason Corey: I'm new at this. What goes on?
Jeff Shade: We go over the procedures of the senate. I want Dean Wassenhauer
and Stephen Weber to go and answer our questions.
Dean Wassenhauer: I won't be able to attend - Jim Scharfenberger will be going.
Jeff Shade: There will be food.
Chris Smith:

What time?

Jeff Shade: From 11:00 to 5:00. I've been there before and I like it. I'd
like to publicize the Mayoral debate on October 3 at 8:30 in the Bell
Auditorium.
Dan Taft: Jeff will be on the panel.
Jeff Shade: That's right - just tell me any questions you would like to ask
and I'll ask them. I asked the Oswegonian to open more sections of the paper
to people of color and the Greeks- to make it a better readership. That is the
end of my report.
FINANCE· REPORT
Tom Aufhammer: Congratulations to the new senators. I would like to tell the
new senators about our three accounts: the contingency account, which has
$5,500; The fixed assets, which has $14,500; and the independent programs,
which has $1,000. Bill #9 is a fair recommendation. We worked really hard on it.
If anyone has any questions, come by my office.
Jeff Shade: Tony Dobbins ..•
Tony Dobbins: Being that people of color pay the same SA fee as other people
we don ' t feel we have to pay The Oswegonian extra money for our newsletter.
Marc Beck: What are you referring to?
Tony Dobbins: The insert for our newsletter we would have to pay for.
Jeff Shade: We will invite The Oswegonian next week to talk about this.
COMMI'ITEE REPORTS

-----------------
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ELECTION
John Osterhout: I resign as election's chair.
ENVIRONMENTAL
Jeff Shade: We need a new chair. Brian Hurd elected.

INTERCUL'IURAL
Steve Scofield: There will be a meeting tomorrow at 4:00.

COLLEGE COMMONITY RELATIONS
Jeff Kuryla: College Switch Days are coming up. We get involved in the City's
actual meetings, get to chat with the Aldermen. Then the City officials come here.
Our meetings are Tuesdays at 4: 00. I'm working with Paul Austin on the Housing
issue. Please come to our meetings.
FINANCE
Chris Smith: Speak as the Bills come up.
RULES

Marc Beck: Speak as the Bills come up.
STUDENT' SERVICES
Lisa Schichtel: We're working with College Community Committee on housing
and now also the issue of guns on campus.
Jeff Shade: New senators, sign up for a committee.
John Osterhout: I'd like to make a motion to add Bill #11 to agenda, change
Resolution #19 to Bill #10.
Tony Dobbins: I'd like to speak.
Jeff Shade: Does the senate allow this?
Senate: Yes.
Tony Dobbins: There is a letter addressed to the LEAD Center regarding religious
insensitivity to Jewish people. I am in no way against Jewish students, I am
not against Jewish holidays. We have to remember 6,000 people died in the
Holocaust. I.'m offended because as a black man, I have had to deal with
prejudice every day and no one shows any sensitivity to people of color. Why
aren't our organizations given the same sensitivity? I would like to see SA
take a stand. on this issue. I'm sick of this red tape. I want to see ac tion taken
on this campus.
Jeff Luks: SUNY scheduled a meeting on the 2nd day of Rosh Hashanah. We at
SASU passed a resolution stating that all religious holidays should be given.
Tony Dobbins: The reason I'm concerned, this letter was sent five days after
the picnic. I think it's sneaky. We're trying to come together on this campus.
Dan Stein: If we received all the holidays, we wouldn't be in school at all.

Michael Popoff: We should go all the way through - no holidays. Either we get
them all or none.

NEW BUSTIJESS
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Bill #9: Submitted by: Tom Aufharnmer
Sponsored by: Jeff Kuryla, Brian Tesmer
Bill #10: Submitted by: Sean O'Donnell, Brian Quail
Sponsored by: Joe Schneller, Bill Schreiner, Michael Popoff
Bill #11: Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Marc Beck, David Levitsky
OLD BUSINESS
Bill #8: Submitted by:
Sponsored by: Brian Hurd, Dave White, Steve Scofield
Brian Hurd: This will prove benefic ial .
Bill Schreiner: We speak about alot of things that are important. This is an
oppurtunity to prove we care about these issues. I urge the next senator to call
it to question.
Chris Smith: Call to question.
Bill passes

18, 3, 5

PUBLIC COMMENT
Tom Lonnquist: I'd like to emphasize the challenge Joe Sanmons gave you registering others to vote. You can write a letter to your senator and they'll
listen to you. Why? Because people who can vote have more power.
Celeste Joseph: Thank-you to the individual hallswho gave money to Melissa
Rollard. We're making plans for Parent's Weekend.
Bill Schreiner: AUXiliary Services 1st Board meeting - If anyone wants to ask
me about the corporation, please do.
Jason Corey: Students for Harrnnill - 4.: 00 on Tuesday.
Joe Sanmons: Tomorrow - general interest meeting for NYPIRG at 7:30. We're
haVing five guest speakers.
Marc Beck: WIDP Sports Round Table, Tuesday at 7:30.
Brian Hurd: Those interested in the Environmental committee, stay after senate
to form a time for a meeting.
David LeVitsky: Motion to adjourn.
Meeting was adjourned at

8:15 p.m.
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MINUTES

The lOth Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at
approximately 6:00 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Milton Stewart,
MariroseDeSantis, Correz Williamson, Jonathan Kupersmith, Jason Corey,
D. Flint Carter, Brendon Hill, Ed Andraka, Dave 'Vv'hite and Joe Kendrick.
The agenda was approved.
The minutes were approved.
EXECUTIVE REPORT

Dan Taft: I will start out with the appointments of Associate Justices Darrel Hillary, Savitri Banary, and Mike Morabito. Do you all want to say
something?
Darrel Hillary: The court hasn't been used as much as it should be. I will
work to utilize it to the best of my ability.
Savitri Banary: Thank-you for this opportunity.
Mike Morabito: I'm looking forward to this.
Dan Taft: Are there any questions? Any objections? Seeing none, they are
hereby appointed. Congratulations.
The swearing in of Associate Justices by Chief Justice Sean O'Donnell.
Dan Taft: We also had an opening on the Student Conduct Committee. I
think Savitri Banary will fill the role well.
Savitri funary: Thank-youvery much.
Dan Taft: Are there any questions? Any objections? Seeing none, she is
hereby appomted. Congratulations, Savitri. I have another appointment to
make - Craig Taylor as a SASUdelegate.
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Craig Taylor: I 've

~lorked

with SASU before - I'm really happy about this.

Dan Taft: Are there any questions? Any objections? Seeing none, he is
hereby appointed. Congratulations, Craig.
William Schreiner: Point of Information - Should we be doing appointments
individually?
John Osterhout: I don't see a problem.
Dan Taft: There were appointments made to the Intercollegiate Athletic
Board last week ... Sue Polenna. and Gary Post. They were not able to be here
last time but they're here today.
Sue Polerma: I've seen both sides ... being a student paying bills and being
on a team. I want to be as fair as possible.
Gary Post: I realize there have been some problems - I will be fair.
William Schreiner: Do you support raising the fee?
Gary Post: We have to look at other options before we do something that drastic.
Sue Polerma: I'd be hesitant to cap it to that amount. I'd like to keep
it down.
William Schreiner: One proposal of the Taft administration has been one
fee to blanket all events. Where do you stand on that?
Gary Post: Like I said before, we have to look at other alternatives.
Sue Polerma: If you had to charge the people to go to all the games, there
wouldn't be IIDlch support for those teams.
Dan Taft: Are there any questions? Any objections? Seeing none, they are
hereby. appointed. Congratulations. The meeting is tomorrow morning at 8:00.
We have the information we requested from Tom Ryan. He is willing to talk
to everyone. about this. Whatever the senate decides to do, I will support
it 100%. Please show this constituents, discuss it with them. Dean Wassehaar
needs 2. more people for Parking Corrnnittee. I talked with Jean Oliver _
they need a male and female to serve on the Who's Who Corrnnittee. We also
need someone to sit on the Hewitt Union Board. They meet Fridays at 3:00.
Ardehir Assadi-Baiki is my only guest speaker.
Ardehir Assadi-Baiki: I've told you about the Ray Glass Conference. If
you 1 re interested,. sign up. Right now, part of the coalition work with
NYPIRG is Safety. Week. There will be workshops on issues such as date
rape, . pUblic safety and what to do i f you 're attacked. SASU leaves it up
to the individua.l campuses about gun controL One big campaign right now
is that Cortland is. cutting theEOP program. If you want to learn about it,
talk to me after the meeting.
Dan Taft:. Friday at 11:30 is the Executive Branch meeting. Tomorrow is
the Mayoral. Forum, next door in the Bell Auditorium at 8: 30. It should be
a positive experience. I'd like the attention of all media Peopl~ _ th~re
have been -people destroying the Centro buses. I f it continues, the buses will
be shut down. Let everyone know about this. I'm extremely concerned. That's
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the end of my report.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
Jeff Shade: I have an update on the school calender. I talked with Assistant
Provost, Paul Rudin. 'There are strict guidelines, they try to go along
with other SUNY schools. I'll stick more information in your mailboxes.
I met with Tony Maravi yesterday - he's the editor of 'The Oswegonian. I
met with him regarding representation on the paper. I think we are both
making progress. He's here to speak.
Tony Maravi: We have stayed overnight until Thursday at 10: 00 in the morning
to get out our paper. Bill #13 is a plan to insure that we expand our
coverage. We hire a layout staff so our editors are free to increase and
better cover events. 'This is without asking senate for additional money.
Jeff Kuryla: Point of Order - Isn't this new business?
William Schreiner: 'This has to do with something discussed last week.

-

Tony Maravi: Editors will be free to improve the written content of the
paper .. Layout - 50 hours a week. We have extra money to give typists
a raise. We can talk to Greek organizations, ALANA to expand coverage.
We have to represent all students.
Tony Dobbins: How many extra pages for ALANA and Greek organizations?
Tony Maravi: 4 to 5 pages.
Tony Dobbins: 'This includes ISA, ASA, and other organizations?
Jeff Shade: We can discuss this sometime after the meeting. Celeste Joseph
would like to say something ...
Celeste Joseph: This Friday at the Wheel is Rock and Register. Dave and I
are working. on· an SA brochure for clubs and organizations. 'There will be
a caricatures artist at Parents Weekend. Hope everyone has a good time at
the Wheel.
Jeff Shade: I'm ending my report - we have a long Finance report.
Marc Beck: I just want to ask - will there be vans for the senate retreat?
Jeff Shade: Yes.
FL"JANCE REPORT

Tom Auf'hamrner: We've got 2-3 clubs appealing tonight.
John Osterhout: I make a motion to allow them to speak.
Tom Aui'hammer: Here is the Philosophy Club president.
Dave Shine: We requested 2,000 dollars in comparison to the $200 we requested
last year. This seems indictative that we want to do alot more. We have things

-4planned; speakers, films. A couple hundred dollars is a drop in the
bucket to you guys, but to us - it allows us to do ITnlch more.
Tom Aufhamrner: We gave them an $80.00 increase - I feel it's a fair
increase. They asked for too ITnlch for one speaker and we are not allowed
to fund food for clubs. We gave them $80.00 to do some things. They had
no specific plans.
John Osterhout: If anyone wants to, they can make a friendly or fonnal
amendment to this club's budget.
Chris &TIith: Would it be proper to ask questions?
John Osterhout: Yes.
Jeff Kuryla: Have you contacted PPB in co-sponsoring a speaker?
Dave Shine: I'm the the chair of the Lectures conmittee in PPB. I can get
PPB to help, but they can't foot a $1,200 bill. We have the potential to
be an incredibly large club.
Tom Aufhanrner: If you leave the extra money in club funding and we have
a club that comes to us with a good cause, we can give them that money.

-

William Schreiner- I'd like to make a friendly amendment to add $50.00
to their budget.
Tom Aufhamrner: Tae Kwon Do would like to be brought to the same level as
Karate instuctors.
Steve Scofield: I'd like to make a friendly amendment to add $108 to their
bUdget.
Tom Aufhanrner: Another club that would like to speak is the Gamer's Club.
Ron Owen: We are asking for more money. We did receive money for movies.
We. have no money for advertising at all. Professor Stradinski is to do a
presentation. We need. to pay $100 as an insurance fee to hold the old
weapons. We did not get this money.
Jeff Kuryla: Have you thought about collecting dues?
Ron Owen:. I was told that this was not a proper function. Our organization
is in academic pursuit of role playing. Right now we are networking with
othel:" SUNY campuses.
Jeff Kuryla: Tom, can you explain why they can't collect dues?
Tom Aufhamrner: As long as it is kept to a minimal level, it's all right.
Jeff Kuryla: Is fundraising possible?
Tom Aufhanrner: Yes, definately.
Jeff Kuryla: Are you looking into that?
Ron Owens: Yes, but at the very least, we ask for $85.00.

-5steve Scofield: I'd like to make a friendly amendment to add $50.00
to their budget plus a $2.00 membership fee.
Tom Aufhammer: I would like to point out that Life Line's budget is
contingent on the passing of their constitution.
Jason Puma: Motion to have Life Line's budget contingent to the passing of
their constitution.
Jeff Kuryla: Will they have to put in a bill to the senate asking to be
formed?
John Osterhout: No, just a friendly amendment.
Tom Aufhammer: We would like to withdraw the recommendation of $100.00
for Psi Chi.
Marc Beck: Move to strike #971 from the bill.
Michael Popoff: I want to go on record as saying that we shouldn't withdraw
that money. I don't approve of this being stricken from the bill.
Jeff Kuryla: We are striking it from the bill. It was a friendly amendment.
John Osterhout: The only way to go over it was to make a fonnal amendment.
Only sponsors can obj ect it.
Dave Levitsky: It is my understanding that SA is funding clubs that have
religious tendencies. It just seems to me that Right to Life's main obj ect is
to ban abort ion.
William Schreiner: This club accepts money from religious organizations
as well.
Jeff Kuryla: Can we get back to the bill, please?
John Osterhout: Move to reinstate Robert's Rules.
Senate: Second.
Jeff Kuryla: Can we have numbers from bill #9?
Chris &TIith: $50·.00 goes to Gamer's; $50.00 to Philosophy; Minus $100.00
from Psi Chi; plus 108.00 to Tae Kwon Do. That leaves $824.00 left in
the program fund balance and $9,676.00 as the final line result.
Tom Aufhanmer: About Psi Chi - I spoke with them about withdrawing the money.
They are an honor society. If they want to become a pschology club or
something, fine, then everyone can join.
COMMITTEE REPORTS

-----------------Filiarice
Chris Smith: We'll speak as bills come up.
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Marc Beck: We'll speak as bills corne up.
Student Services
Lisa Schichtel: We are working on the same things as before.
College Community Relations
Jeff Kuryla: I passed around a piece of paper. I know there are more than
3 senators on this committee. Our meetings are 'fuesdays at 4:00.
Elections
Michael Popoff: I wasn't appointed as elections chair. I'd like to you
about this later.
Environmental
Brian Hurd: This committee is very small right now.
Jeff Shade: Every senator must serve on 2 committees. I'll start to give
out attendance sheets to the chairs of the corrnnittee. I'm passing around
a sheet now. Sign up for a committee.
Intercliltural
Steve Scofield: We have a meeting tomorrow at 4: 00. We have things to do
this SEmester.
NEW BUSINESS
Bill #12: Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Lisa Schichtel~ Brian Hurd
Bill #13: Submitted by: Tony Maravi
Sponsored by: William Schreiner~ Lisa Schichtel~ Chris
David Levitsky~ and Michael Popoff

ow

Ehith~

BUSINESS

Bill #9: Submitted by: Tom Aufharnmer
Sponsored by: Chris Ehith
Marc Beck: Rules will pass as soon as amendments are passed.
Brian Hurd: I propose a friendly amendment to change the total.
Dan Taft: Point of information - You can't do that now.
Chris Ehith: Since only 2 clubs showed up and asked for extra money ~
overall the clubs must be satisfied.
Jeff Kuryla: In order for clubs to get their money ~ we must pass this bill.
William Schreiner: We are going to pass this bill and we are going to
discuss this"bill after the senatemeeting~ saying~ you know - we should
have looked at this more closely. But we won 't ~ so there's no point
in prolonging this.
Michael Popoff: No one is going to tell me #971 is exclusionary. I want

-7to see them get their $100.00.
Brian Hurd: I'd like to make a motion to change the line result from
$9,568.00 to $9,676.00 and the balance from $932.00 to $824.00
Dave Bloom:. You as a student can file a case against Right To Life i f
you don't believe they should get funding from SA. We worked really
hard on this. We just have to decide on this bUdget now.
Dan Stein: I think we are better off passing this bill. You won't always
agree with everyone.
Marc Beck: Yield to the Educational Club.
Educational Club representative: We would like to have $2.50.00 for the
year for speakers. We're relatively new, we are trying to get things in
order.
Marc Beck: I'd like to make a friendly amendment to add $75.00 to the
Educational Club budget which would bring the two totals to $9757 and
the fund balance to $749.00.
Steve Scofield: Call to question.

-

Marc Beck: Objection.
Lisa Schichtel: I understand people have problems, but we had a week to
check out these things. That's why they give us these bills for one week.
Don't wait until Wednesday to find problems with it.
Steve Scofield: Call to question.
Bill Passes 22,0,0.
Bill #10 Submitted by: Sean O'Donnell
Sponsored by: Joe Schneller, Chris
William Schreiner

~ith,

Michael Popoff and

Joe Schneller: The ombudsman will deal with the Associate Justices on
what they need to know.
Chris Smith: I want to stress that last year I had to go through th

JUdiciary-process~ Sean couldn't advise me the way I could have been advised

because he and the-Associate Justices had to be objective. The creation
of this position cannot do any harm - only for the good of students.
Michael Popoff: It's like your jUdge being a lawyer as well.
William· Schreiner: We are all against judicial activism, but we do want
an effective court. This is the first step to an effective court.
Marc Beck: I'm all for this.
Brian Hum: Motion for general consent.
Bill passes General Consent.

-8Bill #11: Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Marc Beck, David Levitsky
Chris Emith: Was anything found out about the mailboxes?
Jeff Shade: When I spoke to them, they expressed a need for mailboxes.
John Osterhout: I need account numbers.
Tom Aufhammer: Fixed Assets #916 to be allocated.
Marc Beck: Yield to Tony Maravi.
Tony Maravi: Does anybody have any questions?
Dave Levitsky: Will Mary Mooney be the Media Secretary?
Tony Maravi: Yes.
Brian Hurd: Are the mailboxes in WOSH to be utilized?
Tony Maravi: No.
Michael Popoff: This raises the responsibilities of the secretary, right?
Tony Maravi: Hopefully by Thursday ,we can have a list of her duties.
Michael Popoff: Will there be a raise in her pay, Tony?
Tony Maravi: I can't answer that right now.
Tom Wilson: What about labor?
Marc Beck: WOSH has a very large office space. A dry wall will be built up
where the opening of the office is. The moving of Mary to this location
is very accessible.
.
Dan Taft: Unfortune .tly, there are financial aspects to the 24- hour access.
This has nothing to do with this.
Chris Smith: Motion to strike $60.00 for mailboxes - that brings it to $585.00.
Jeff Kuryla: Call to question.
Bill passes 17,2,3
PUBLIC COMMENT

Dan Taft: I have some Sal's Birdland phamlets to hand out.
Marc Beck:. This is the October movie list. WIDP is filming the mayoral
debate live tomorrow. The Civil War Series is every day at 1: 00.
William Schreiner: I have yet to register my 10 people to vote. I have
tmtil Monday to do it. 350 people off campus registered.

-9Joe Sammons: I would like to publicly thank all the organizations that
came out to help. Please do what you can to register those 10 people.
Tony Dobbins: I invite Chris Smith and Marc Beck to talk after the SEnate
meeting regarding ALANA change.
Dean Wassenhaar: I came to talk to you about Alcohol Awareness. As Dean
of Students~ I know alcohol is a major problem. There are events being
planned for Alcohol Awareness Week. I hope a resolution will be presented
to senate regarding this.
Joe Stein: Alot of people on campus complain about the food in the dining
halls. I would like to see our points being taken at Timepieces for
lunch and dinner.
Ron Williams: I receive the Student Leader i f anyone wants to look at it.
Karin DeStefano:. I f you come late to the senate meeting for whatever
reason~ please see me and tell you're here - otherwise you'll be marked
absent.
Brian HurD: Motion to adj ourn.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:15p.m.
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27th Legislative Session
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9 October 1991
MINUTES

The 11th IVleeting of the 27th legislative Session was called to order at
approximately 6:15 p.m.
The roll was taken with the following senators absent: Holly Sanzo, Milton
Stewart, Brian Tesmer, and Joseph Schneller.
A motion was passed to withdraw Resolution 20 from the agenda and then resubmitted
as Bill 17. There was another motion passed to add a Resolution 20 to the agenda.
The minutes were approved.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
Dan Taft: I want to remind everyone that cooler heads will prevail. This will be
an emotional issue - we'll try to deal with it best way we can. The reason we
moved to this room is we figured there would be alot of interest in the three
racially bias incidents that occured on campus. Right now, I'd like to turn
the floor over to Chuck Weeks, the Director of Residence Life and Housing,
who would like to explain the details.
Chuck Weeks: Thanks, Dan. Dan called me this afternoon and asked me if I would
like to explain the incident that occured in Seneca Hall on Monday. He asked
if I would share it. with you. About a week ago, i t came to my attention there
was a resident in Seneca who was alleged to have made remarks to individuals
that were bias in nature. The director of the hall came to see me about two
incidents that happened in the r.all. We talked about it - we needed to, get more
infonnation on it . My assistant talked with five individuals to find out specific
dates and times. This infonnation is important because we would consider
disruptive behavior within a residence hall - i f we could document it, it would
be a violation of policy. We would look at appropriate charges. This Monday,
i t was reported that a resident had a note placed under her door. The note
clearly had bias, hurtful language directed at that person. Alot of people on
the floor and the staff were disturbed by this. Public Safety was called and
investigated the incident. At this point, we don't know who did this~ A number
of meetings have persisted since then to deal with this issue. I expect we'll
have some conclusions on this.
Dan Taft: Are there any questions for Chuck?
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Maria Graves: The individual hasn't been removed from the floor, can you explain?
Chuck Weeks: I wasn't aware you had been told that by any public official.
Maria Graves: I don't understand why I would be told by Public Safety officials
that he would be removed, and you know nothing about it.
Chuck Weeks: I can't clarify that. Public Safety does not make reassignments in
residence halls. I can't help you on that.
Dana Richards: What is the extent of the training of RAs in terms of racial
incidents and bias related issues? It had been told to me that the second time
an incident happened that the student reported to the RA, the RA made the decision
that it wouldn't hold up and I wanted to know what would be done about that RA,
because personally, I don't think the RA was right to make that decision on what
should have been reported to the hall director.
Chuck Weeks: My staff is told to report all incidents, bias or otherwise, to
their supervisor and that supervisor to me. I would hope that students feel that
they have the power to report incidents directly through channels available
to them.
Dana Ricl'1..ards: The person's door was defaced and the RA made the ju.d.gJnent call
on whether it should be reported or how far it should be taken. In my opinion,
he! she turned her back on this issue.
Laura Gibson: Every time there's a racial incident, nothing ever gets done.
Just from listening to you, you don't even know anything about it - and you're
the head of housing. Obviously, there's no corrnmmication from the hall directors
or RAs or assistant directors to you. As long as the administration does
not communicate with each other, these incidents will continue.
Jeff Shade: Thank-you, that's the last statement. Now, only questions.
Jeff Kuryla: Has it been proved that there is person guilty of sending these notes
and corrariitting these bias incidents?
Chuck Weeks: We have no suspects .We have no one identified as being responsible.
I shouldn't say that - I don't know if we have any suspects. No one has been
found in violation of the code.
Jeff Kuryla: w'hat is the process you are going through at this time?
Chuck Weeks: The information we've collected is being reviewed by the administators
and the director and that director's supervisor.

Correz Williamson: Can the note be presented to the senate?
Jeff Shade: It will be.

....

'

Dave vlhite: w110 ult1matelymakes the decision who gets to move? Do you? Does
that decision come from you? In the incident that she (Maria Graves) was talking
about.
Chuck Weeks: Sometimes. Or sometimes a hearing officer.
Dave white: But it would not come from the RA or hall director?

-3Chuck Weeks: The hall director can move people within a hall but not outside
a hall. In any case, moves are sometimes seen as punishment, particularly if the
person doesn't want to move.
Dana Richards: In the Moreland issue, who was the person involved in the decision
for that move?
Chuck Weeks: The Moreland issue - that was three years ago. Those students were
moved off campus as a result of a displ1nary hearing. I moved them to another
hall and a hearing officer moved them off campus. In Mackin, removing them from
residence was sanctioned by a hearing officer. All sides were given a chance
and all the facts presented at the hearing.
Chris Roker: After procedures that take place, what happens to the persons being
accused?
Chuck Weeks: If we find out who the person is who we believe, charges will be
brought against that person. People found to engage in bias behavior and acts,
their status as a student at this college will be reviewed.
Chris Roker: Will the public be aware of what goes on? The last incidents, the
college community was not notified. I hope it doesn't happen again.
Chuck Weeks: The college doesn't automatically find out about results of displinary
hearings. The person who made the complaint will find out.
Marc Beck: About the student who made the racial comments that was pinpointed
three weeks ago, what's the date of the hearing?
Chuck Weeks: By Monday evening, we had enough infonnation to review facts.
I want to encourage those people who want to bring charges themselves, if they
feel things are grinding too slowly in the administrative process.
Racism occurs as well as other bias related acts. All of these things are things
we would like to eliminate. It's a community problem - the community will have
to solve it. These incidents are not being stopped. There have been several bias
reduction activities and coalition building. People bring with them their attitudes
to campus and it 's not realistic to expect that we are going to change years of
socialization. We have to work with that. We have prejudice reduction workshops.
We try to get between 25-35 people involved. We train resident assistants, directors,
and assistant directors in these issues . There is an RA required class that has
6-7 weeks devoted. to bias areas. - sexism,. homophobia, all the isms. Those are
concrete things we are doing. We've adopted alot of things that students suggest.
There's alotof good ideas - we welcome them.
Angela Williams: Why doesn't the college release the infonnation after hearings?
Chuck Weeks: Jim Sharfenberger would be able to answer that question.
Angela Ivilliams: Do you have committees on this campus to find out what's going
on - any spec ific. plac e someone can go and say, 'This happened to me and I need
someone to help me'?
Chuck Weeks: That person could come to me. I don't have a special committee set
up just to receive bias related complaints.
Angela Williams: You should consider that idea. I would help you with that.

-4Tony Dobbins: Good evening, tlJr. Weeks. This is in regard to what happened last
year - the tunnel incident. There was a reward offered. Is it possible that
that money could be allocated to offer that reward to try to find out who these
people are that are responsible for these events?

-

Chuck Weeks: That reward was a unique situation. It had never been done before
on campus. You should direct that question to Dean Wassenhaar. It did not get
results last time. I'm really anxious to get results. If a reward would help,
then I'd consider that.
Tony Dobbins: Those bias related workshops, will they still be held? They are
obViously not doing their job.
Chuck Weeks: How do you know they are not doing their job?
Tony Dobbins: Because these incidents keep taking place.
Crllck Weeks: I don f t think it f S realistic to think that bias related workshops
are going to stop incidents of bias from ever happening. Alot of people, not just
people of color, have come forward and said they were not in favor of these
bias attitudes.
Tony Dobbins: As the population of minorities have grown on this campus, so has
the problem of racism. Can you corrnnent on this?
Chuck Weeks~ That's a complicated question. I don't know how many incidents have
occured. Clearly, there has been an increase on what' sbeing reported and what
we are aware of.
Jeff Shade: These are the last two questions.

Jason Corey: \lilly is this administration doing so little? Most people who go to
these workshops are not the ones who need them. w1ly don lt you have one general
education course on multiculturalism?
Chuck Weeks: I'm· the Director of Housing. I know that SA is active in these issues
and I know that clubs are active in these issues, too. The ones who do go to
the workshops are ones that go away with skills that will help them to deal with
these issues. The Orientation Express also deals a great deal With this.
Chris Smith: W!'..at is your personal opinion on actions that should be taken against
a person who has been found guilty of bias?
Chuck Weeks: My personal opinion depends on what they did. The best approach is
not always to separate. them from the insitution - this is an educational insitution.
However, there are some circumstances that call for severing a person from this
insitution. I invite people to talk fUrther about this with me.
Dan Taft: Thank-you, Chuck. At the request of many people, I am going to read
the letter now, verbatim.
,

Reading of the letter ...
Dan Taft: \\'bat kind of a friend is that? This is an attack on LSD one of the
organizations I'm so proud of, an attack on the Sigmas, and this Is an attack
on Jeff. I don 1 t like people attacking Jeff Shade -he's a great guy and so are

-5the rest of the Phi Beta Sigma brothers. I think this guy deserves to be suspended
and brought to justice. We need to start educating way back in elementary school,
because by the time they start here, at 18, 19, 20, and 21 years old, it's hard
to change that person. Tony Dobbins would like to say a few words.
Tony Dobbins: . It seems like every year, the racial incidents take place and every
year, they are swept under the rug. What is it going to take for us to get some
attention on this campus? Do we have to lock the administration up in CUlkin?
Do we have to hold them hostage? My opinion is 11' we hit them in the pocket, hit
them financially, than sooner or later they'll start listening to us. Some people
the only language they understand is money. If this situation is not dealt with,
I will be more than happy to personally organize such a movement. Every thing
I'm doing on this campus 1s for the people. I don't even mind putting my degree
on the back burner because sooner or later, I'll get my degree. If I have to stay
an extra year, I'll get my degree.. My number one priority right now, is to make
sure the administration will listen to us - and not put our issues on the back
burner.
Dave White: I understand the frustration, but i f no one really knows who done it,
are we going to indiscr1minately punish others that we think might be involved
with it?

....

Tony Dobbins: The way I feel, we should get the staff of dining halls to do the
investigation because it seems like they can find a person stealing food faster
then the administration can find something going on on campus. I don't think we
should start grabbing people - that wouldn't be fair. But let's start doing
something for the students on campus .
Dave White: I would hate to see a lynch mob.
Tony Dobbins: I would too, but sooner or later, we might have to. I want to see
the administration do some work on this and start communicating with the pUblic.
Dan Taft: Celeste has a couple of statements.
Celeste Joseph: There are a couple of things we can do from the SA angle. People
who corrmit such bias related incidents, will lose the:ir SA fee privileges. AlSO,
we want to start a letter writing campaign from parents. We want to put rrore
pressure on faCUlty assembly. We are not tolerating this in any shape or form.
Chris Roker: How. will we know i f someone is prosecuted? Mr. Weeks said it wasn't
his place to make it public.
Celeste: We'll make sure you know. I f we find out - that person will lose SA fee
privileges. This is only in the embryo stages.
Dan Taft: We're trying to formulate ideas. Voter registration is officially over.
We registered a little less than 1500. Now we have to get those people to vote.
To the members of wraP, Eli Rappaport, Assistant to the Mayor, gave his compliments
on the coverage of the mayoral debate. That's the end of my report.

....

EXECUTIVE REPORr

Jeff Shade: Jeff Kuryla and Lmet with Eli Rappaport to discuss College Exchange
Days. Please fill out the sheet and. return it to us. The senate retreat is set _
SA vans will start at 10:30 from the front of Hewitt Union. It is this Sunday,
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from 11: 00 to 5: 00 at Fallbrook. Just in closing, about these incidents - there
are alot of people who think and say stupid things. We have to do more things about
this. Anything we find out, we'll tell you. Mr. Weeks did his best. End of report.
FINANCE REPORT
Torn Aufharmner: I don't have great news. You'll be getting sheets. I just got the
audit report for last year - we don't have the money we thought we had for the
WOSR expansion. As you can see, the top of the paper we have our budgeted figures
for the 90-91 year, and our actual figures. We did have an access, figures for
unreserved fund balance for June 30, 1990 was $124,000. With the access, it makes
it $138,000. We go down $138,000 less our minimum unreserved fund balance.
According to Bill #54, $125,000, leaves a little over $13,000 available for the
WOSR expansion. SA has conmitted themselves to just over $43,000 expansion. We'll
need at least $29,000 dollars. I can assure you the money was not squandered or
misplaced. We had a great deal more expenditures than we thought we had. If we
had spent this money, we would be well below our $125,000 figure. What I'd like
to do, is get a few senators, get a little committee together to figure out what
would be the best way to get the money we need for' theWOSR expansion. We're looking at major deficit right now.
Bill Schreiner: Can we amend Bill #54 and lower the amount to $100,000?
Torn AUfharmner:$125,000 is the bare minimum we need for working capital to operate
from month to month. If we fall below that, we won't be able to meet our bills. That
is one option I strongly advise against.
Chris Smith: Any D.O.F. reconmendations?
Torn Aufharmner: We can raise the SA fee or we can go and scale back all the allocations
we made to clubs this year, or we can assume a loan - however, I think that sets
a bad precedent.
Dan Stein: w'hat happened to the money reserved for WOSR?
Torn Aufharmner: That amount was never encumbered, so it went to general fund balance
and gotten eaten up by access and expenditures.
Dan Stein: Is it anyone's fault?
Torn Aufr..arnmer: I am not here to lay blame. I won't point fingers at anyone or
anything. There are alot of things -we have to look at long term measures, look
to the future. Another problem is our 1985 computer softwear makes it very difficult
to look at the big picture. It needs to be updated.
Chris Smith: How soon do we have to act on this?
Torn Aufharmner: £enate has. already conmitted themselves to the bill. That's why
I want to form a conmittee • We have to figure out what we want to do and how we
want to do it. We're ona tight fiscal year again, there's not going to be alot
of money to play With.
Dan Stein: Is there any way WOSR can put off expansion or wait on this until we
can plan accordingly in our budget?
Torn Aufhamtner: Right now, it is off.
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Chris ::mith: What will happen i f we don't get WOSR their money?
Dan Taft: I have no intentions of reneging on this. I will do whatever I can to
get them on the air. I'm corrmitted to this. We will see this through.
rl[ichael Popoff: It's a bill. It has to be done. Right now., WOSR has got to get
their money. The only way they won't is if senate passes a new bill.
Dan Taft: The senate has the power of the purse.
Dave White: Last year~ at the last meeting~ we stayed until midnight to establish
the budget and this year ~ all these people carne to the meeting and asked for more
money - and we gave them more. One of the changes we should make is that once
the budget is passed~ that's it.
Torn Aufharrmer: The budget wasn't passed. We voted on it later.
Bill Schreiner: In your
affected?

opinion~

are the transfer of funds for the Oswegonian

Torn Aufharrmer: I think it's a separate issue~ but what should be taken into account
is the long range ramifications of doing that.
Jeff Shade: There is a sign up sheet being passed around to join Torn's corrmittee.
COMMITI'EE REPORTS
Environmental
Brian Hurd: We now have four members. You are free to corne - our meetings are
Wednesdays at 5:15.
Intercultural
Steve Scofield: Our meetings are Thursdays at 4:00. I'm looking for members. After
what's happened tonight ~ we have to take action.
Student ·SeNices
Lisa Schichtel: I was ill this week.
College Cormiuriity Relations
Jeff Kuryla: College Exchange Days - Monday ~ Oct. 28. It is free. Lunch is at
the Captain's Lounge. Every senator that attends will be matched up with an
aldennan. Please put these forms in my mailbox or Jeff Shade's.
Elections
Michael Popoff appointed as cha1nnan.
NEW BUSINESS

~

Resolution #19 Submitted by: Brian Hurd~. Julie Tilburg~ and Marc Beck
Sponsored by: Steve Scofield ~ Chris &nith
Marc Beck: Motion to adjourn far a 10 minute break.
The meeting was adjourned for 10 minutes.
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Jeff Shade: Can I have order please? I'd like to start a speaker's list for
Resolution #19.
John Osterhout: I would like to make a motion to table the Resolution.
Steve Scofield: Objection. How many senators have brought this information to
their halls?
Jeff Shade: That warrants tabling it.
Marc Beck: Can we have discussion tonight?
John Osterhout: Not i f we pass my motion.
All in favor of tabling Resolution #19.
Resolution #20 Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Bill Schreiner., Steve
Williamson and Dan Stein

Scofield~

Chris

&lith~

Correz

Bill Schreiner: Mr. Chainnan~ this has been an issue we've dealt with for two
years. This kim of action should be taken. I think we're all in agreement.
Steve Scofield: Yields.
Chris Smith: Based on everything we've seen tonight ~ this is one more step we
need to take.
Correz Williamson: I feel it is important to take a stand on bias - it is time
we've done something about it.
Marc Beck: I rise to call to question.
Jason Puma: Motion for General Consent.
Resolutiorl 1120 passes General Consent.
Bill #14 Submitted by: Jeff Shade
Sponsored by: Brian Hurd~ Dave White
Bill #15 Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Chris Roker ~ Flint Carter
Bill #16 Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: -Johnathan Kupersmith~ Dave Levitsky ~ Dave White
and Chris Roker
Bill #17 Submitted by: Rules Committee
Sponsored by: Bill Schreiner~ Johnathan Kupersmith~ Denee Scott~
Tanya Washington~ and Steve Scofield
OLD BUSINESS
Bill #12 Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Lisa Schichtel ~ Brian Hurd.

-9Lisa Schichtel: I work down at the paper, we use it alot. It is a great information
source. The communication with other campuses is important.
Brian Hurd: It is the only link with other campuses. The articles are excellent.
Marc Beck: Rules passes this with the addition of account numbers.
Chris Smith: Finance passes.
Jeff Kuryla: Point of Information - do we have account numbers?
Tom Aufhamrner:

915 Continguency.

Denee Scott: What kind of financial state would this leave us in? Would it leave us
in a bigger hole?
Tom Aufhamrner: No, there is at least $4,500 in the continguency - a drop in the
bucket. But remember, that has to last us the rest of the year.
Jason Puma: I have some problems with this. The Oswegonian already has this. Why
waste money if senators won't bring it back to their contituents? Put the money
toward WOSR.
Chris Smith: There are two other groups on campus that have this. I can understand
that the Student Leader is having problems, but so are we. Let's put the money
to better use.
Jeff Kuryla: Would it be possible to take a copy from the Oswegonian?
Jeff Shade: No, there's a copyright.
Johnathan Kupersrnith: We don't have the money to spend. Go down to the SASU or The
Oswegonian if anyone wants to see it.
Marc Beck: Point of Information- Doesn't The Oswegonian pay a special fee to
copy articles?
Dan Taft: It's two different memberships. It is different for a newspaper.
Lisa Schichtel: The point is not to help out Student Leader, the point is to get
information out to students.
Denee Scott: Is this a weekly?
Lisa Schichtel: Yes.
Chris Smith: That we-'re not trying to help Student Leader makes my point even
more. We already have access to this newsletter . It is the senator's responsibility.
There is no need for three publications
Jason Puma: Could a senator find a SASU delegate and read information?
Dan Taft: Yes.
Steve Scofield: -We're in trouble right now - if the students want to find out this
inforina.tion, they can got to the Oswegonian. It does not make sense. We have to save
money.
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Marc Beck: Call to question.
Bill fails 5,19,1
Bill #13 Submitted by: Tony Maravi
Sponsored by: Bill Schreiner, Lisa Schichtel, Chris Smith, Dave LeVitsky,
and Michael Popoff
Bill Schreiner: I move that this bill be tabled.
John Osterhout: Does the other sponsors have a problem with this?
Michael Popoff: I'm curious why?
Bill Schreiner: There are amendments that need to be added to this bill.
I ask the senate to refrain.
Michael Popoff: I withdraw my objection.
Bill #13 is tabled
PUBLIC COMMENT
Brian Hurd: I am in favor of Resolution #l9. We are paying Public Safety officials
money to protect us. We need to lmow one way or the other.
Tony Dobbins: I want to take this time to invite everyone back next Wednesday
at 6: 00 .for the hearing of· this bill that I thought was very, very weak that it was
tabled and that these students came here and spent this time to sit here and wanted
to voice their opinions. It was weak on the part of the Oswegonian, it was weak on
the part of the senate.
Jeff Shade: I.'m very impressed with the turnout because o.f the bias issue. You're
showing yourselves cOrTectly.
Dana Richards: Students of color -now you see why I had you sitting here because
this is what they'll try to do, i f you don't show your faces here. Be here next
Wednesday,
Michael Popoff: J agree with this woman and I agree with Tony Dobbins. If I
find out that there was any other reason why this bill was tabled, other then
what has been told to me, I will be mad.
Tom Aufhamner: I would like to thank the senators for signing up for the committee.
Dave White: Tony, you said earlier that no one gives a damn - there is a
tendency to lump everyone together in one pocket. I think that making a generalized
statement is not right.

-..

Bill Schreiner: On behalf ·of myself and Steve Scofield, four student members did
not showup to the Auxiliary Services committee meeting, we did not have quorum.
Ru.les should look into this.
Celeste Joseph: I just want to remind everyone to be proactive, not reactive. I
will have the phone numbers for the phone-in in the SA o.ffice. Keep those phones
busy,
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Jeff Kury1a: Motion to adjourn.
Bill Schreiner: Objection.
Jeff Kuryla: Please give me back College Community Relations forms.
Marc Beck: Motion to adjourn.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:05·p.m.
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MINUTES

The 12th Meeting of the 27th Legislative Session was called to order at
approximately 6: 05 p.m.

-

The roll was taken with the senators absent: Milton Stewart, Marirose DeSantis.,
Joseph Schneller and Joe Kendrick.
The agenda was approved.
The minutes were approved.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
Dan Taft: I'd like to thank the Oswegonian for their comments in last week's
editorial. Right now, the number one problem is the fiscal dilemma. We have to
make sure that WOSR is funded. Racism issues -Jeff and I wrote letters to the
SUNY Poardof Trustees about. the calender. I'd like to commend Dr. Glick on
the peaceful campaign outside Lanigan. We have finished Voter Registration, now
let's get people to vote;. we have to have infonnation available to them, provide
rides to the polls ... SASU efforts with Auxiliary Services is commendable. I
would like to see Access passed through. Tom Aufhamrner came up with excellent
idea streamlining appeals .24 access to the media center - I've had to hold it
under my hat -we can't afford it right now~ but I don't want to give it up.
With the safety issue on campus, people have come to me, requesting more blue
lights and things. Christina Aliberti would like to speak about safety.
Christina Aliberti: Safety Week is Oct. 21-25. There will be activities; programs
on how to be safe on campus. The NYPIRG and Women's Center Safety Survey will
be released .. Please pass this around by word of mouth. We would like to get
everyone interested. The workshops will be held every day in the Union.
Dan Taft: Dave Bloom would like to speak ...
Dave Bloom: Jeff spoke at Funnelle Hall Council about Rainbow month. The Hall
Director is really.. working. hard on this. Try to go to these events. We will be
having an open forum in. the Ruth Steeper Bell auditorium. It will be open up
to people on campus; their questions, concerns. Digger, Jeff and I have an
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open door policy. wnen we decide a club becomes an organization, we set up a
committee - the club presents their reasons and arguements to us.The Pre-Law
Society needs people to help ~et up - tonight they are having someone from
Stanley Kaplan speak about the LSAT. The bill submitted about the caricature
artist - there was a mix-up to who was going to pay for it. I was new at the
job. But this guy is a student - he doesn't have alot of money. I'd like to
see the guy get paid.
Tanya Washington: What are we paying for - the guy's services?
Dave Bloom: Yes.
Jeff Kuryla: The four hours that were free, we're paying for that. Why is not
Hewitt Union paying for half of it if they are co-sponsoring it?
Dave Bloom: I would just like to see the guy get paid.
Dan Taft: Tom Ryan is in no hurry to get the Public Safety officers guns. I
recommend that we table it again. Craig Taylor would like to speak on the issue ...
Craig Taylor: It 1s dangerous to everyone. There' are other alternat1ves. In Albany,
the guns are locked in cars. I think alot of questions need to be answered.
I ask you to hold off on your decision for a little while.
Marc Beck: Can I address this question to Tom Ryan? Can guns be carried to
Hewitt Union?
Tom Ryan: Yes, from 1 - 7 in the morning.
Dan Taft: I don't want a debate right now. We are not in a rush. Next week, on
Oct. 23, Steven Weber will speak to the senate. Ron Williams will speak about
the Ray Glass Conference ...
Ron Williams: The conference is this weekend. I have to make arrangements on
what time we will leave. I f you're interested, see me after the meeting.
Chris 3nith: How ITRlch money is required?
Ron Williams: It is free - there will be banquets served on Saturday and SUnday.
Dan Taft: It has always been a fun conference. I talked to Dr. Vanshaack about
disciplinary hearings .. The information will be turned over to Student Services.
That's the end of' my report.
EXECUTIVE REPORT
Jeff Shade: If· any senator didn't get procedure rules, we are passing them
around now. The senate retreat was infornJative. Steve Weber, Tom Ryan, Dr.
Vanshaak spoke.: I·'d like to thank those speakers. We spoke about the significance
of' the committees. Everyone seems more excited about what we stand for. When
Digger got that. editorial - we are doing things. You all mow that. When we
leave, youlll see what we've accomplished. We are doing our job. It is good we
are criticized. At the retreat, every committee took on one major goal and
three sub-goals.· ·There are problems we· have had in the administration. We need
to make long ·range goals •. When we leave here, we want to leave a guidebook _
so everythihg will be nice and smooth. Things like the Activities Fair - who to
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contact., how to do things. There was an ALANA meeting that Tony Maravi and
Lisa Schichtel spoke at . Things have opened up and progress has been made.
There was a miscorrm.mication about the ALANA meeting that people got kicked
out of. I want you to understand how they feeL They wanted to be among an
outraged group and curse and everything and then open up and say., 'This is
what we want to do. I End of report.
FINANCE REPORT
Tom Aufhammer: These are some handouts the senators at the senate retreat said
would be helpful. Do you have any questions?
Marc Beck: How do you figure 250 fewer students paying the SA fee?
Tom Aufhammer: Those were the numbers used in the budget. I guess there were a
few less in the spring.
End of report.
Tony Dobbins: I guess wanted to say that I \<laS told by BSU that they received
a letter from white students - a letter of support. This helps to alleViate
some of the outrage over the other incident. It has been discussed that there
might be a Director of Women's Issues and a Director of GAYLA Affairs. This is
a plus., something I'm in favor of. II d like to thank some senators for their
discussion. I have a different view of them now that I've talked with them.
Jeff Shade: Dean Wassenhaar would like to speak ...
Dean Wassenhaar: I would like to speak briefly about the paper being passed
around. The victim had given her consent to share this. This event occurred
on West campus in a lot ~ The victim pulled her car into the lot .. When she got out
this person punched her twice in the eye. Public Safety \<laS called., shortly
afterward. This is a hostile act toward a woman. I'm sure the Oswegonian will
put this in the paper. Thank-you.
COMMI'ITEE REPORTS
·CollegeConirI1Uri.ity Relations
Jeff Kuryla: Monday., October 28., will be the 1st exchange day. On Wednesday.,
October 30., the city. will. be coming here. Fill out the fOrnls and return them to
me. The housing issue - we are setting up a forum., students voicing complaints.
Our meetings are 'fuesday at 4: 00.
.
. StUdent Services
Lisa Schichtel: We are looking into Auxiliary Services. We are going to try
to get a referendum· asking. professors to get book orders out sooner. In
.
residence halls., people. are upset with phsical aspects; hot \<later available.,
etc. Our meetings are 'fuesdays at 4: 00.
IntercUltural "Relations
Steve Scofield: Please pass the resolution on the table tonight. The forum
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is on November 7. Our meetings are 4: 00 on Mondays.
Evironmental
Brian Hum: At the retreat we discussed the posting policy. We will be meeting
with Chuck Weeks shortly. We would like to start getting pizza places to put
the name directly on the box with a black marker. Our meetings are Wednesdays
at 5:30.
Elections
Michael Popoff: I would like senators to stay after the senate to set up a
meet ing t:ime.
Rules
Marc Beck: I look forward to working with elections. Our meetings are 5:30
Wednesdays.
-Firiartce
Chris &nith: Our meetings are 5:45 Wednesdays.
NEW BUSINESS
Resolution #21 Submitted by: Intercultural Relations Committee
Sponsored by: Dan Stein, Correz Williamson, Angela Williams,
and William Schreiner
Dan Stein: While I don't think the names should be released, we have a right
to know what is going on.
Correz Williamson: We should be informed of any issue on campus.
Angela Williams: This will playa key role in reducing tension on campus.
William Schreiner: - Conmmication ... one of the bigger problems on campus. It
IIRlst be open, so we can tackle the problem.
Chris &nith: Motion for General Consent.
Jason Corey: Objection ... I want to speak.
Chris &n1th: As Bill says, it is necessary to advance toward making a change
tow8.rd racial activity. We have to work toward it.
Jason Corey: I think maybe the person's name, who committed the act, should
be released.
William Schreiner:-Point of Information - SUNY policy does not permit the
releasing of names.
Michael Popoff':. I like the concept of the resolution. 'Ihese things break,
the code of rules, but-so do things like rape, alcoholism, etc. I want to know
about those things too, not just the things in this resolution. In my life
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experiences, I have had some people who thought that I did things I didn It
and that damaged me.
Jeff Kuryla: Mike had a good point - the administration do:s not s:nd information
out. Some one brought up the idea of the Oswegonian obtainlng the information,
information the victim gives out. The resolution is good - it could be expounded
upon.
Brian Hurd: I think people like to be infonned of progress, of whether or not
the person involved in the Onondaga incident was caught or not.
Marc Beck: Call to question.
Dave Levitsky: Objection.
Marc Beck: Yield.
Dave Levitsky: I found out more about the incident watching the ll:OO news
than I did at senate.
Chris Smith: Call to question.
Dave White: Objection. The State university cannot release names but you have
access to a name in city court - that's pUblic information.
Brian Hurd: Call to question.
Steve Scofield: Motion for General Consent.
Resolution #21 passes General Consent.
Bill #18 Submitted by: Robert Shigo
Sponsored by: Michael Popoff, Dave White,

Jason Puma

OLD BUSINESS
William Schreiner: Itd like to make a motion to lift Bill #13 from the table.
Jeff Shade: Any objections? O.K., let's start a speaker's list.

....

William Schreiner: Mr. Chainnan, I would first like to. thank . you and Mr.
Dobbins . You are disproving last week's editorial. There were alot of different
perceptions about this bill that is now before us. I made a motion to table this
bill; that motion may not have been in the best interest of the constituents.
This bill deals with an organization that has cut its costs by over $5,000. It
seeks. to invent $2,000 of that money in hiring people to improve itself. There
are two reasons why I tabled this bill - first, there are necessary amendments
to the bill which must be made on technical grounds. One of these would establish
a separate account to play an Oswegonian production staff. A staff that would
work to improve the layout of the paper, while the editors worked on improving
the content of the paper. -Secorrl - I tabled the bill in fear that it would be
defeated because of a misunderstarrling. We are all aware of the tensions that
have arisen in the past between members of the ALANA coalition ani the Oswegonian.
The lines of conmunication, last Wednesday evening, were not open as I perceived
them. That is why I tabled the bill - to make sure that a routine transfer of funds
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did not go down because of a misunderstanding. Tonight, I have been informed
that last Friday, Oswegonian leaders and members of ALANA have discussed their
differences, hopefully opening a line of comrrnmication. That is why I ask that
this bill be approve tonight.
Lisa SChichtel: I do not know if there were any political motivations, if
there were, I take great offense to it. I think that the Oswegonian is doing alot
to open the lines of comrrnmication .
Chris Smith: I yield to Tbm.
Tom Aufhanrner: I have a concern about the $3.25 hour wage for the typists.
If you now make an adjustment to the $3.00, what about the other organizations
who will ccme up?
Chris Smith: As a sponsor, I will be in favor of striking the .25¢ raise for the
typists, but the rest will improve the lines of communication. We don't have
to spend any extra money.
Michael Popoff: Those people should get $3.25 an. hour.
Marc Beck: Yield to Tony Maravi
Tony Maravi: This is a signal to the other organizations to do more with
what money they have. Everytime the editors are on the computers, there is
a waste of time in the coverage of the paper.
Marc Beck: I make a friendly amendment to add this sheet to the bill.
Jeff Shade: Are there any questions?
So moved.

Marc Beck: I want to emphasize everything that Bill said. No one is going to
doubt that the Oswegonian could be improved. Hopefully, part of the new section
will be donated to ALANA and the Greeks.
Jeff Kuryla: I can't see conmitting to a bill without a
TonY is going to fight tooth and nail for his employees
I disagree with the typists getting a raise. Why should
$3. bo an hour and their typists make $3. 25? I urge the
a contract with the Pall Times.
.

contract from the printer.
to get a raise, but
the senate clerk make
Oswegonian to get

.

Johnathan Kupersmith: Will other' organizations appear and ask for raises?
Tom Aufhamner:I can't answer for other organizations. I only know what's fair.
I'm not against Oswegonian typists - but I think itts unfair.
Lisa Schitchel: This shows how much the Oswegonian cares about its staff.
Johnathan Kupersmith: Call to question.
Chris 3nith: I would like to make a friendly amendment to strike the typists
raise from the bill.
William SChreiner: Objection.
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Marc Beck: If the organization finds a way to provide money, they s!l9Uld get
it.
Dan Stein : Call to question.
Jeff Kuryla: Pd like to make a formal amendment to withraw the typists'
raise.
Chris

~ith:

2nd.

John Osterhout: We need 2/3 of the senate.
Jeff Shade: All in favor of withdrawing the typists' raise ...
Formal Amendment fails 10, 13, 2.
Dan Taft: Paul Austin mentioned to me how petty things can be; like the
Oswegonian pizza. If it makes them happy, give it to them.
Brian Hurd: Call to question.
Bill #13 passes 23, 2, 3.
Bill #14 SUbmitted by: Jeff Shade
Sponsored by: Dave White, Brian Hurd
Dave White: It Seems reasonable to me.
Brian Hurd.: Yield to representative from the Intermural-Recreational Sports
Association.
Representative: - It takes a long time to get in contact with SAVAC or Public
Safety. Last week someone got hurt - she could have died.
Marc Beck: Have you looked into purchasing walkie-talkies?
Representative: I don't know. If we buy the cellular phone, we will use it
year after year.
Denee Scott: Point of Information - Would walkie-talkies be cheaper?
John Osterhout: Yes.
Brian Hurd: Make a motion to table the bill until we receive further information.
Bill #L4 tabled.
Bill #15 SUbmitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Flint Carter, Chris Roker
Flint Carter: Yield to Roosevelt Brown.
Roosevelt Brown: No_ orgariization had alot of money to take care of. this.
In order to make -the, ALANA conference a success again next year, we have to

.....

.'
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continue to be inclusive, have more student participate. It will not be held
in the stnrnler any more - during the academic year.
Flint Carter: This conference went extremely well. I have learned more about
other backgrounds - Native Americans, etc. I ask that you contribute to this
conference.
Dan Taft: SA has always contributed to the ALANA conference.
Steve Scofield: What is the D.O.F. 's opinion?
Tbm Aufharnmer: I hand out accounts, it's up to you. It is account #915.
Jeff Kuryla: What is the $1,000 for?

Dan Stein: Make a friendly amendment to change #914 to #915.
Jason Corey: Let's make a few people happy.
Brian Hurd: Call to, question.
Bill #15 passes 20, 3, 3.
Bill #16 Submitted by: Executive Branch
Sponsored by: Johnathan Kupersmith, Dave White, Dave Levitsky
Johnathan Kupersmith: We have to pay this person - it's bad business.
Dave White: If we owe him, let's pay h:1m.
Jeff Kuryla : He deserves to be paid, but what I understood is that Hewitt
Union and SA would gohalfies - co-sponsors. I do believe this man should be
paid, but Hewitt Union'should pay half.
Chri~

Smith: Yield to Tom Lonquist.

Tom Lonquist: I don't know what kind of agreement was made, but i f we made it _
we will honor ,it.
'
Marc Beck: I'd like to, make a friendly amendment to add the following to the
bill, 'Whereas this event, was co-sponsored by Hewitt Union, be it further
enacted that SA urgues Hewitt Union to compensate SA for half the amount. '
Lisa Schichtel: At this point, the man has to be paid. I say we -pay h:1m an::l then
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make sure Dave Bloom and Hewitt Union know what's going on.
Dave White: Call to question.
Bill #16 passes 17, 5, 4.
Bill #17 Submitted by: Rules Committee
Sponsored by: William Schreiner, Johnathan Kupersmith, Steve Tartaglia,
and Tanya Washington
William Schreiner: This should have been done long ago • It's time to call an end
to fiscal lunacy.
Tanya Washington: Unfair to the senators - it should be passed.
Steve Tartaglia: I think it's a good bill but I have a problem with the further
resolved - would like to see it amended.
Michael Popoff: That option has to be there. I f you don't think an organization
should get money, then vote it down. I will fight' this.
Tom Lonquist: I think the basic idea is good - you're setting income lines for
groups. However, there will be cti'cumstances. Dontt back yourselves in a corner.
Dan Stein: Motion to table the bill until it can be re-worded.
Bill #17 is tabled 19, 2, 2.
Public Comment
Dan Taft: I just want. to ·say that the meeting tonight was extremely positive _
The quorum was excellent.
Dave White: I would like to say that I do not approve of foul language. I
apologize for my language last week.
Tony Dobbins: Tomorrow at 1':00 in Riggs Hall, I tm having a program on
st.ereotypes.
Tony Maravi: Thank-you for passing the bill. Come down to the paper
check it out.
Chris Roker: Motion to adjourn.
The meeting was adj ourned at 8: '50.

am.

